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Foreword

Welcome to SpoolQ, FunAsset’s enterprise output management and
spooling software. This versatile application is designed and built to meet
the demands of today’s print production environment and to help ensure
that every “print” job, from wherever it is sourced, reaches the correct
destination on time the first time.
In this section the following information is included:
About this Manual
Conventions
Other Documentation
Feedback
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About this Manual
This user guide provides detailed information about how to operate
SpoolQ; from creating queues to moving “print” jobs about the
application’s workspace, this guide is designed as an everyday reference
for anyone that uses SpoolQ.
The SpoolQ User Guide assumes that you have a working knowledge of the
Windows operating system and its conventions, including how to use a
mouse and how to run applications from the desktop or Start menu. For
help with any of these techniques, please refer to the Windows
documentation or help system.
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Conventions
The following conventions should be considered when using this user
guide:
Terminology
Side Headings
Hyperlinks

Terminology
The table below provides details about the terminology used throughout
this user guide.
TERM
Source
Destination

TN Interface

Job
Data
System Field
Left-click
Right-click

DESCRIPTION
The place where “print” jobs that are processed by
SpoolQ are received from. Examples include a
mainframe, server, PC, modem, or a file.
The place where “print” jobs that are processed by
SpoolQ are output. Examples include a printer, server,
PC, modem, or a file.
A FunAsset PC that contains hardware and software to
provide connectivity, data conversion and data
processing for any connected source and destination.
SpoolQ would normally be installed on a TN Interface
but can also be installed on a standard PC that
conforms to the necessary system requirements.
The “print” data received from a source, managed by
SpoolQ and output to a destination. The term “print
job” has been avoided because output is not
necessarily to a printer.
The information contained within a job.
The method by which data obtained from an incoming
job is defined and accessed by a FunAsset Task
application. Each effectively acts as a “clipboard” for
data.
Press the left-hand mouse button. Note: Applys only
for default mouse button setting within Windows.
Press the right-hand mouse button. Note: Applys only
for default mouse button setting within Windows.

Side Headings
The following indicators are placed in the left margin to indicate cautions,
examples, notes and where further information about a topic can be
found:
CAUTION:

Cautions are used to identify where an action or omission may cause
damage to equipment, software or data.

EXAMPLE:

Provides an example of what has just been described.
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MORE:

More is used to indicate where further information about the current topic
can be found.

NOTE:

Notes provide additional information or hints to assist in performing a task
or understanding text.
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Hyperlinks
Certain text throughout this user guide is underlined. This indicates that
the text has a hyperlink that enables you to view a related topic by simply
left-clicking it when viewing the user guide as a PDF or help system.
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Other Documentation
In addition to the SpoolQ User Guide, there are a number of FunAsset
documents that will be of assistance to you when configuring and
operating SpoolQ and associated TN Interface hardware and software.
These documents are available for download from the FunAsset website:
funasset.com/support/documentation/manuals.htm

Technical Reference Manual
The Technical Reference Manual provides detailed configuration
information for SpoolQ as well as FunAsset’s connectivity, data conversion
and data processing software.

Hardware Reference Manual
The Hardware Reference Manual provides detailed configuration
information for FunAsset’s connectivity hardware.

QControl User Guide
The QControl User Guide provides information about how to operate
FunAsset’s QControl software that is used to access and control FunAsset’s
connectivity, data conversion, data processing and output management
and spooling software.

Task Editor User Guide
The Task Editor User Guide provides information about how to operate
FunAsset’s TaskEditor software that is used to configure the FunAsset
connectivity, data conversion and data processing software.
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Feedback
Whilst every care has been taken in preparing this manual, we understand
that some errors may have occurred. We would appreciate any information
or comments, and have provided a contact form on the FunAsset Support
website:
http://www.support.funasset.com/contactus.htm
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To help you quickly find information about a SpoolQ topic, the following
contents are provided:
At a Glance
Concise
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Introduction

Anyone that is involved in production printing will appreciate that the high
volume of “print” work that passes from source to destination needs to be
carefully managed and routed. Some print runs contain sensitive
information, while others need to be output to specific printers at precise
times. All these factors call for a flexible and powerful job management
and routing product. SpoolQ is this product!
In this section the following information is included:
A Complete Solution
Tasks
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A Complete Solution
SpoolQ works hand-in-hand with other FunAsset hardware and software to
provide a comprehensive connectivity, data conversion, data processing
and job management and spooling solution. These products are normally
installed within a FunAsset PC known as a TN Interface, which effectively
sits between any supported source and destination (Fig. 1).
NOTE:

SpoolQ can also be installed on a standard PC that conforms to the
necessary system requirements.

Fig. 1
SpoolQ providing
connectivity, job
management and routing
for normally incompatible
devices

The hardware and software that is provided alongside SpoolQ depends
upon the type of source and destinations that are used and the level of
additional data processing required.

Connectivity and Data Conversion
FunAsset produce a range of hardware and software to enable source
devices to be connected to normally incompatible destination devices. The
hardware provides a physical connection between the devices, while the
software interprets and converts the incoming “print” data to the correct
output format.

Data Processing
FunAsset produce software to enhance the data processing capability of an
organisation. The software is especially useful when further interpretation
and processing is required for special data needs, or if certain information
needs to be identified within the data.

2
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Tasks
FunAsset’s connectivity, data conversion and data processing software is
combined within a single application known as a Task. For each
combination of source and destination that “print” data passes between,
an individual Task is provided.
MORE:

For details about the structure, configuration and operation of Tasks, refer
to the Technical Reference Manual.

Using with SpoolQ
When SpoolQ is used, a Task is required for each combination of source to
SpoolQ, and SpoolQ to destination.
EXAMPLE:

If SpoolQ provided job management and spooling between an ICL
mainframe and an IBM Channel based printer the following two Tasks
would be required:
ICLISQUO.EXE

- ICL mainframe to SpoolQ Task.

SQUIIBMO.EXE

- SpoolQ to IBM Channel printer Task.

Control Screen
A user interface called a Control screen is provided for each Task to allow
certain data processing operations and configurations to be viewed, as
well as providing a method for entering commands to perform diagnostics
and exit the Task.
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Getting Started

SpoolQ is an extremely intuitive application, and once installed, configured
and activated it will allow you to easily manage and route jobs between
any connected source and destination.
In this section, the following information is included:
System Requirements
Installation
Configuration
Launching
Activating and Extending Your Licence
Displaying the Version Number
Upgrading
Exiting
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System Requirements
SpoolQ is normally installed on a FunAsset TN Interface but can also be
installed on a standard PC that conforms to the following minimum system
requirements:
Microsoft Windows NT, 2000, 2003, XP
Pentium II Processor
128 MB RAM
100 MB spare hard drive space
CD-ROM drive
17” CRT / 16” LCD monitor

6
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Installation
Normally a single executable file called Setup.exe is used to install SpoolQ.
This is available on the root of the SpoolQ CD or as a download from the
FunAsset Support website:
http://www.support.funasset.com/software.htm
To install SpoolQ, launch Setup.exe. Following this, the SpoolQ Installation
Wizard (Fig. 2) is displayed which guides you through the entire SpoolQ
installation.
Fig. 2
SpoolQ Installation Wizard

Installation can be aborted at anytime by selecting the Cancel button.
NOTE:

It is recommended that you use FunAsset’s QControl to install SpoolQ.

MORE:

For further details about installing SpoolQ using QControl, refer to the
QControl User Guide.

30-Day Trial
A single executable file called SpoolQTrial.exe is used to install the 30-day
trial version of SpoolQ. This is available on the root of the SpoolQ Trial CD
or as a download from the following website:
http://www.funasset.com
To install the 30-day trial of SpoolQ, launch SpoolQTrial.exe. Following this,
the SpoolQ Installation Wizard (Fig. 2) is displayed which guides you
through the entire SpoolQ installation.
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Configuration
The SpoolQ application itself normally requires very little or no
configuration. It is the associated Tasks that that need to be carefully
configured.
MORE:
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For details about configuring SpoolQ and associated Tasks, refer to the
Technical Reference manual.
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Launching
SpoolQ is launched (run) by selecting either the SpoolQ icon (Fig. 3) on the
Windows desktop or Start menu.
Fig. 3
SpoolQ icon
NOTE:

If FunAsset’s QControl application is installed, this will normally be used to
launch SpoolQ.

MORE:

For further details about launching SpoolQ using QControl, refer to the
QControl User Guide.

NOTE:

If SpoolQ has not been activated or the licence is near to expiry or has
expired, a warning dialog is displayed before operation can commence.

NOTE:

During startup the Control screens of any Tasks associated with SpoolQ are
momentarily displayed.

Startup

A blank Management screen is initially displayed on startup. After a short
delay the queues and jobs associated with SpoolQ are displayed.
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Activating and Extending Your Licence
To help prevent unauthorised use, SpoolQ checks for a special code called
a Passkey every time it is launched and while it is active between Tuesday
and Thursday from 10:00 to 16:00 but never on the 1st or the 2nd of the
month.
The Passkey is generated and provided by FunAsset and is unique to the PC
SpoolQ is installed on and the date up to which a SpoolQ licence has been
purchased for.
CAUTION:

Changing certain hardware on the PC where SpoolQ is installed can cause
the Passkey to become invalid and prevent SpoolQ from being used. If this
occurs a new Passkey will need to be requested from FunAsset.

Activating
Before SpoolQ can be used it needs to be activated using a Passkey.
NOTE:

If SpoolQ has been installed by a FunAsset engineer, activation will not
normally be required.
If SpoolQ is not activated, a SpoolQ Passkey Required dialog (Fig. 4) is
displayed immediately after it is launched for the first time.

Fig. 4
SpoolQ Passkey Required
dialog

The SpoolQ Passkey Required dialog displays a unique SQID code and a
Computer ID, both of which need to be provided to FunAsset in order for
you to obtain a Passkey.
Please email the SQID and Computer ID along with your name and
organisation name to support@funasstet.com or telephone +44 (0)1823
365864, Monday to Friday between 08:30 and 16:30 UK time. Following
this, FunAsset will provide you with a Passkey to activate SpoolQ.
When you have obtained your Passkey, enter the 12 characters in
uppercase in to the edit box provided in the SpoolQ Passkey Required
dialog. Following this, left-click the OK button.
If the correct SQID and Computer ID were provided to FunAsset and the
Passkey was entered correctly, a SpoolQ Passkey Entry dialog (Fig. 5) will
appear. This prompts you for confirmation of the length of time SpoolQ
should be licensed for.
Fig. 5
SpoolQ Passkey Entry dialog

10
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Left-click the OK button to accept the licence period or the No button to
cancel the activation.
If you accepted the licence period, another SpoolQ Passkey Entry dialog
(Fig. 6) is displayed to confirm that the Passkey file was created
successfully.
Fig. 6
SpoolQ Passkey Entry dialog

NOTE:

SpoolQ is normally activated for a year, or the length of time that a SpoolQ
Support and Maintenance contract has been purchased for.

NOTE:

If you are using SpoolQ Trial, a Passkey is provided by FunAsset to activate
a 30-day licence.

Extending
Three types of warning are given when SpoolQ detects that the Passkey for
the current licence is near to expiration or has expired. These appear within
two months, one month and after the Passkey expiry date.
While SpoolQ is active, a new Passkey can be entered at anytime by leftclicking the File menu on the Management screen and selecting the Enter
New Passkey option. Following this, a SpoolQ Passkey Entry dialog (Fig. 5)
is displayed which allows you to enter a new Passkey.
Less than Two Months
When the Passkey expiry is less than two months away, a SpoolQ Passkey
Expiry dialog (Fig. 7) is displayed immediately after SpoolQ is launched and
between 11:00 and 12:00 on a Tuesday if SpoolQ is active.
Fig. 7
SpoolQ Passkey Expiry
dialog

This is only a reminder that the Passkey for SpoolQ will expire for the
current licence in less than two months.
Left-click the OK button to continue with the launch or operation of
SpoolQ.
Less than One Month
When the Passkey expiry is less than one month away a SpoolQ Passkey
Expiry dialog (Fig. 8) is displayed immediately after SpoolQ is launched and
between 11:00 and 12:00 on a Tuesday if SpoolQ is active.
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Fig. 8
SpoolQ Passkey Expiry
dialog

If you want to extend your SpoolQ licence, left-click the Yes button.
Following this a SpoolQ Passkey Required dialog (Fig. 4) is displayed which
allows you to enter a new Passkey.
If you do not want to extend your SpoolQ licence at this time and continue
with the launch of SpoolQ, left-click the No button.
Expired
When your SpoolQ Passkey has expired a SpoolQ Passkey Expired dialog
(Fig. 9) is displayed.
Fig. 9
SpoolQ Passkey Expired
dialog

Left-click the OK button to close SpoolQ.
Launching SpoolQ again displays a SpoolQ Passkey Required dialog (Fig. 4)
which allows you to enter a new Passkey and activate SpoolQ again.
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Displaying the Version Number
The version number of SpoolQ is viewed by selecting the File menu
followed by the Version option on any SpoolQ screen. Following this, a
SpoolQ Version dialog is displayed.
MORE:

SPOOLQ USER GUIDE

For details about the make-up of the version number, refer to the Technical
Reference Manual.
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Upgrading
SpoolQ can be upgraded to the latest version by downloading the latest
SpoolQ NT.exe file from the following FunAsset website:
http://www.support.funasset.com/software.htm
The downloaded SpoolQ NT.exe should be used to overwrite your existing
SpoolQ NT.exe.

14
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Exiting
SpoolQ is exited by selecting the File menu followed by the Exit option on
either the Management screen or Done and Archive screen.
After SpoolQ has exited, the Control screen of each Task associated with
SpoolQ is momentarily displayed before being automatically closed.
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Overview of the Workspace and
Common Elements

Becoming familiar with the workspace and common elements of SpoolQ
will help you to follow this user guide's concepts and procedures.
In this section, the following information is included:
Management Screen (Main Window)
Done and Archive Screen (Done Files)
Job View Screen
Jobs
Queues
Archive
Selecting Elements
Deselecting Elements
Menus
Dialog Boxes
Edit Boxes
Scroll Bars
Hot Screening
Changing the Viewable Size of Elements
Viewing the Management, and Done and Archive Screens
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Management Screen (Main Window)
The Management screen or the Main window as it is labelled (Fig. 10) is
where queues and certain jobs are displayed and managed.
Fig. 10
Management screen
(Main window)

The table below provides details about the elements that appear within the
Management screen shown above.
LABEL
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

18

ELEMENT
Title bar
Main menus
Queue display
panel
Host queue
column / Select
Zone
Class queue
column / Select
Zone
Group queue
column / Select
Zone
Printer queue
column / Select
Zone

8

Activity Column

9

Attach column

DESCRIPTION
Displays the name of the screen.
Provides access to certain features within the
Management screen.
Displays the queues.
Displays the Host queues. Also used as the
Select Zone for each Host queue.
Displays the Class queues. Also used as the
Select Zone for each Class queue.
Displays the Group queues. Also used as the
Select Zone for each Group queue.
Displays the Printer queues. Also used as the
Select Zone for each Printer queue.
Displays the activity status of associated
queues. Also displays the number of jobs that
are hidden in the associated queue.
Displays the name of the queue that is
SPOOLQ USER GUIDE
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10

Grab bar

11
12

Jobs Spooling
Jobs Spooled

13

Jobs Done

14

17
18
19

Jobs Printing
Job Display
panel
Queue column /
Select Zone
Job column
Cpy column
Activity column

20

Size column

21

Printed column

22

Scroll bar

23
24
25
26
27
28

Output job
Spooled job
Selective Print
Clone job
Viewed job
Spooling job

29

Disc Space(M)

15
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attached to the associated queue.
Used to resize the Queue Display panel and Job
Display panel vertically and the Queue Display
panel horizontally.
Number of Spooling jobs.
Number of Spooled jobs.
Number of Done jobs displayed on the Done
and Archive screen.
Number of Output jobs.
Displays the jobs.
Displays the name of the queue that each job is
in. Also used as the Select Zone for each job.
Displays the description of each job.
Displays the copy count of each job.
Displays the activity status of each job.
Displays the size of each job in a format
specified in the Printed column, or displays the
number of pages left to output.
Indicates whether it is the number of pages,
lines, records, characters or pages to go that
are displayed within the Size column.
Used to move the viewable area of the list of
queues and jobs up and down.
Output job.
Spooled job.
(Spooled) job with a Selective Print applied.
Clone job.
(Spooled) job that is being viewed.
Spooling job.
Megabytes remaining on the hard drive that
SpoolQ is installed on.
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Done and Archive Screen (Done Files)
The Done and Archive screen (Fig. 11) is where Done, Archive, Cloned and
New jobs, Dump and “unknown” files, and the Archive are displayed and
managed.
Fig. 11
Done and Archive Screen

The table below provides details about the elements that appear within the
Done and Archive screen above.
LABEL
1

20

ELEMENT
Title bar

2

Main menus

3

State column /
Select Zone

4
5
6

Job column
Cpy column
Activity column

7

Size column

8

Printed column

9

Scroll bar

10
11
12

New job
Done job
Selective Print

DESCRIPTION
Displays the name of the screen.
Provides access to certain features within the
Done and Archive screen.
Displays the state of each job, the Archive
and Archive folders and sub-folders. Also
used as the Select Zone for each job and
certain Archive elements.
Displays the description of each job.
Displays the copy count of each job.
Displays the activity status of each job.
Displays the size of each job in a format
specified in the Printed column. Also displays
the number of Archive jobs within an Archive
folder or sub-folder.
Indicates whether it is the number of pages,
lines, records, characters or jobs displayed
within the Size column.
Used to move the viewable area of the list of
jobs, files and Archive folders up and down.
Spooling job (New job).
Done job.
(Done) job with a Selective Print applied.
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13

Viewed job

14

Err job

15

Part job

16

Cloned job

17

“Unknown” file

18

Dump file

19
20

Archive header
Archive folder

21

Archive sub-folder

22

Archive job

23

Disc Space(M)

(Done) job that is being viewed.
(Done) job with a file integrity problem or a
job that had an error while being processed
by a Task.
(Done) job that was cancelled after some or
before any of its content was output, or a job
with a Selective Print that was output in its
entirety.
Cloned job.
An “unknown” file located in the SpoolQ
SPOOL folder.
A Dump file located in the SpoolQ SPOOL
folder and produced by the FunAsset
Dumping facility.
Archive header.
Archive folder.
Archive sub-folder (SpoolQ version 2 and
above only).
Archive job.
Megabytes remaining on the hard drive that
SpoolQ is installed on.
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Job View Screen
The Job View screen (Fig. 12) enables any job that appears within SpoolQ
to be viewed on-screen in one of up to six different formats.
NOTE:

Jobs can only be viewed on-screen with SpoolQ version 2 or above.

Fig. 12
Job View Screen

The table below provides details about the elements that appear within the
Job View screen above.
LABEL

22

ELEMENT

1

Title bar

2

Main menus

3

LnNo column /
Select Zone

4

CTRL column /
Select Zone

5

Data column

6

Column bar

7

Zoom + buttons

8

Scroll bar

9

Page Start line

10
11
12

Data line
Job Pages
Job Lines

DESCRIPTION
Displays the description of the job being
viewed.
Provides access to certain features within the
Job View screen.
Displays the logical data line numbers of a
page. Also used as the Select Zone for each
data line.
Displays CCWs that may appear at the
beginning of certain lines within Channel based
data. Also used as the Select Zone for each
data line.
Displays the content of the job being viewed.
Displays the column numbers for the data
being viewed.
Used for increasing or decreasing the
magnification of the data being viewed.
Used to move the viewable area of a job either
up and down or left and right.
Indicates the start of a page and its number.
Similar lines appear at the bottom of the last
page within a job.
A horizontal line of data within the job.
Total number of pages.
Total number of data lines.
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13
14

Job Records
Job Characters

Total number of records.
Total number of characters.

Other Elements
Two elements that are not displayed on the Job View screen above are a
Last Page Complete line (Fig. 13) and an End of File line (Fig. 14).
Fig. 13
Last Page Complete line

Fig. 14
End of File line

The Last Page Complete line is displayed if the last page of a job ends with
a Form Feed (FF) to indicate that it is complete.

The End of File line is displayed at the bottom of the last page to indicate
the end of the file (job). It also displays the total number of pages within
the job.
If the last page is not completed with a Form Feed (FF) (i.e. no Page
Complete line is present), the total number of pages value will be displayed
together with plus one (+1) (Fig. 15). This is because an additional “page”
is “added” to the end of the job that, depending upon the type of
destination, may or may not be output.

Fig. 15
End of File line plus one
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Jobs
Jobs are made up of the “print” data that is received by SpoolQ from a
source.
NOTE:

The content of a job can be viewed on-screen using SpoolQ’s Job Viewing
facility.

Types of Job
The following types of job can be found within SpoolQ:
Spooling
Spooled
Output
Done
Archive
Clone
Cloned
Selective Print
Spooling
A job that is being received from a source is normally known as a Spooling
job.
NOTE:

If a job that is being received from a source is immediately passed to a
Printer queue that is not held or outputting another job, it will be
simultaneously output to a destination (known as Disk Skimming).
Although this is effectively a Spooling job (i.e. it is being received by
SpoolQ), it is also an Output job (i.e. it is being output by SpoolQ) and
when applying operations within this user guide, should be treated as
such.
Normally, if internal SpoolQ factors allow and the size of the job is
sufficient, a Spooling job is displayed in grey within the Job Display panel
on the Management screen all the while it is being received. If not, the job
will only appear within the Job Display panel when it has been received in
its entirety or if it is simultaneously being output.

NOTE:

Occasionally, due to internal SpoolQ factors or if a source is passing a job
slowly to SpoolQ, the description of the job being received is momentarily
displayed in grey at the top of the Done and Archive screen. This is known
as a New job. The description stays on the Done and Archive screen until
the size of the job is greater than one megabyte. Following this, the job is
normally displayed within the Job Display panel.
A Spooling job is associated with a queue and if displayed, is identified by
the Splg label that is displayed in the Activity column of the Job Display
panel.
Spooled
A job that has been received in its entirety and is awaiting output is known
as a Spooled job.
A Spooled job is associated with a queue and is identified by the Spld label
that is displayed in the Activity column of the Job Display panel.
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Output
A job that is being output to a destination is known as an Output job.
NOTE:

If a job that is being received from a source is immediately passed to a
Printer queue that is not held or outputting another job, it will be
simultaneously output to a destination (known as Disk Skimming).
Although this is effectively a Spooling job (i.e. it is being received by
SpoolQ), it is also an Output job (i.e. it is being output by SpoolQ) and
when applying operations within this user guide, should be treated as
such. The job is identified by the Sp&P label that is displayed in the Activity
column of the Job Display panel.
An Output job is only associated with a Printer queue and is identified by
the Prtg or PgsTg labels (unless simultaneously being received) that appear
within the Activity column of the Job Display panel.
Only one Output job can appear within a Printer queue.

NOTE:

The data held within an Output job is normally output by SpoolQ as fast as
the destination can receive it.
Done
A job that has been output by SpoolQ or manually cancelled is removed
from the Management screen and becomes a Done job. Jobs can also be
moved from the Management screen or the Archive and manually placed
within the list of Done jobs.
A Done job is temporarily stored for later use or retrieval and is displayed
(up to a default or user defined limit) at the top part of the Done and
Archive screen. When the Done job limit is reached the “oldest” Done job is
dynamically moved to the Archive.
SpoolQ uses a system called ageing to determine the “oldest” Done job.
Each Done job has an internal counter that is applied when it is created
and reset when SpoolQ is launched. During the operation of SpoolQ the
counter is incremented at regular intervals. When a new Done job is
created, the Done job with the highest value is moved to the Archive. If
more than one Done job has the same value, the job that was received by
SpoolQ first is moved to the Archive.
A Done job is identified by the Done, Part or Err label that is displayed
within the Activity column of the Done and Archive screen.
Archive
An Archive job is stored for later use or retrieval in the Archive on the Done
and Archive screen.
An Archive job normally appears dynamically in the Archive when the Done
job limit is reached and the “oldest” Done job is moved there. Jobs can
also be manually moved from the Management screen or moved from the
list of Done jobs and placed in the Archive.
An Archive job is identified by the Done or Part label that is displayed
within the Activity column of the Done and Archive screen.

SPOOLQ USER GUIDE
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Clone
A Clone job is effectively a duplicate of what would have been a Spooling,
Spooled, Done or Archive job. It is not actually a “real” job but is a small
file called a Start file which “points” to a Cloned job (that was previously a
Spooling, Spooled, Done or Archive job) that contains the data and acts as
a source or “master” job.
A Clone job is identified by a yellow background and less than (<) and
greater than (>) symbols that appear at either end of the queue name that
is displayed within the Queue column of the Job Display panel.
NOTE:

The attributes of a job that is cloned, such as the copy count, are also
applied to the Clone job.

NOTE:

A Clone job can be managed in the same way as a Spooling, Spooled or
Output job. It is important to take this in to consideration when applying
operations documented within this user guide.

NOTE:

A Clone job can only be created with SpoolQ version 2 or above.
Cloned
When a Clone job is created, the job that was duplicated changes to a
Cloned job.
A Cloned job appears on the Done and Archive screen to effectively act as
a source or “master” job for an associated Clone job. The Clone job then
“points” to the Cloned job to determine what data is contained within it.
This is done to prevent a “new” job (that could contain a large amount of
data) from having to be created when a Clone job is generated.
Any number of Clone jobs can “point” to a Cloned job.
A Cloned job is identified by the word “<Cloned>” that is displayed on a
yellow background within the State column of the Done and Archive
screen.

NOTE:

Any changes to the attributes of a Cloned job, such as applying a Selective
Print, are not applied to the associated Clone job(s) or vice versa.
A Cloned job remains on the Done and Archive screen all the while a Clone
job is associated with it.

NOTE:

A Cloned job can be managed in the same way as a Done job. It is
important to take this in to consideration when applying operations
documented within this user guide.

NOTE:

A Clone job and as a result a Cloned job can only be created with SpoolQ
version 2 or above.
Selective Print
Spooling, Spooled, Output and Done job can have a Selective Print applied
to them to indicate what page(s) within the job should be output.

EXAMPLE:
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If pages 2, 5 and 15 of a job were selected, pages 2, 5 and 15 would be
the only pages output.
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A job with a Selective Print applied is identified by the label “Selective
Print:” followed by the page selections and separation characters. These
are displayed below the job description within the Job Display panel or on
the Done and Archive screen.
NOTE:

A Job that has a Selective Print applied can be managed in the same way
as a Spooling, Spooled, Output or Done job. It is important to take this in
to consideration when applying operations documented within this user
guide.

Attributes
All Jobs have the following common attributes:
Description (Job)
Copy Count (Cpy)
Activity (Activity)
Size (Size) (Printed)
NOTE:

The description within brackets above is the column title of the job
attribute displayed within SpoolQ.
Description (Job)
The description of a job is determined dynamically. The default description
that is applied varies depending upon the date, time and where SpoolQ
received the job from.
Copy Count (Cpy)
The copy count of a job and therefore the number displayed is determined
manually or dynamically.

NOTE:

When a job with a copy count greater than one is output, each copy is
output in its entirety before the next copy (i.e. the jobs are collated).
Activity (Activity)
The table below provides details about the messages that are displayed to
indicate the activity status of a job.
ACTIVITY
Splg
Sp&P
Spld
Prtg
PgsTG
Done
Part
Err
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DESCRIPTION
A Spooling job.
A job that is simultaneously being received and output
(known as Disk Skimming). Although this effectively indicates
that the associated job is both a Spooling job and an Output
job, when applying operations within this user guide, it
should be treated as the latter.
A Spooled job.
An Output job.
Number of pages left to process for an Output job.
A Done or Archive job.
A job that was cancelled after some or before any of its
content was output, or a job with a Selective Print that was
output in its entirety before becoming a Done or Archive job.
Indicates that a job has a file integrity problem or an error
occurred while a Task was processing it.
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Size (Size) (Printed))
The size of a job is displayed within the Size and Printed columns on the
Management screen and the Done and Archive screen, in one of the
following formats:
Pages
Lines
Records
Characters
P n%
SpoolQ uses the job’s page, line, record and character count to establish
the average number of lines, records and characters per page. These values
are used to determine the size format that is displayed:
Pages displayed -

If no more than 150 lines per page, 200
records per page and 30,000 characters per
page, otherwise…

Lines displayed -

If no more than four records per line and
200 characters per line, otherwise…

Records displayed -

If no more than 200 characters per record,
otherwise…

Characters displayed A job that was cancelled after some or before any of its content was
output, or a job with a Selective Print that was output in its entirety before
becoming a Done or Archive job (i.e. has a Part Activity label) will have a P
n% label in the Size and Printed columns. This indicates the percentage of
pages that were output, where n is the percentage value.

Sort Order
The sort order of jobs determines the order in which they are dynamically
processed. This differs depending upon the type of job.
Output Jobs
Output job are displayed at the top of the Job Display panel on the
Management screen. They are sorted in the order that the Printer queue
that they are associated with was created - oldest at the top, most recent
at the bottom.
EXAMPLE:

An Output job called STATEMENTS is associated with a Printer queue called
PRINTER1 which was created on 11 June 2003. Another Output job called
INVOICES is associated with a Printer queue called PRINTER2 which was
created on the 12 June 2003. The order in which they are sorted is as
follows:
STATEMENTS
INVOICES
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(PRINTER1 created 11 June 2003)
(PRINTER2 created 12 June 2003)
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Spooling and Spooled Jobs
Spooling jobs (if displayed) and Spooled jobs are displayed below any
Output jobs within the Job Display panel on the Management screen. The
order in which they are sorted is determined by the following criteria:

EXAMPLE:

1. Queue Type -

i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

Printer
Group
Class
Host

2. Queue name -

Sorted in the order that they were created –
oldest at the top, most recent at the
bottom.

3. Job -

Sorted in the order they were placed in the
queue - oldest at the top, most recent at
the bottom. Spooling jobs appear below
the Spooled jobs associated with the same
queue.

A Spooled job called QUOTES is associated at 12:30 with a Host queue
called HOST1 that was created on 11 June 2003. Another Spooled job
called OVERPAY is associated at 15:30 with HOST1. A Spooled job called
ACCOUNTS is associated with a Host queue called HOST2 that was created
on 12 June 2003. A Spooled job called INVOICES is associated with a
Printer queue. The order in which they are sorted is as follows:
INVOICES
QUOTES
OVERPAY
ACCOUNTS

(Printer queue)
(received 12:30 - HOST1 created 11 June 2003)
(received 15:30 - HOST1 created 11 June 2003)
(HOST2 created 12 June 2003)

Done and Archive Jobs
Done and Archive jobs are sorted in reverse date and time order of when
they were initially received by SpoolQ - most recent at the top, oldest at
the bottom.
EXAMPLE:

A job called STATEMENTS is received by SpoolQ at 16:30 on the 11 June
2003. Another called INVOICES is received at 17:00 on the 11 June 2003.
INVOICES is output and becomes a Done job first followed by
STATEMENTS. Despite the order in which they are output and become
Done jobs, they are listed on the Done and Archive screen as follows:
INVOICES
STATEMENTS

NOTE:
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(received 17:00 11 June 2003)
(received 16:30 11 June 2003)

The order of the Done jobs does not determine the order in which they are
moved to the Archive. This is instead determined by a process called
ageing.
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Queues
Queues are the method by which jobs on the Management screen are
organised.

Queue Display Panel
Queues are displayed within the Queue Display panel (Fig. 16) on the
Management screen.
Fig. 16
Queue Display panel

Queue Panels
The Queue Display panel is made up of three Queue panels. The left panel
displays Host queues and associated attributes, the middle panel displays
Class queues and associated attributes, while the right panel displays
Group and Printer queues and attributes.

Types of Queue
The following four types of queue are found within SpoolQ:
Host
Class
Group
Printer
Host
Each Host queue is associated with a source that passes jobs to SpoolQ.
NOTE:

A Host queue can only be created dynamically.
Class
Class queues can be used for the management of different types of job.

EXAMPLE:

NOTE:

If certain jobs required a particular media type they could all be placed in
their own Class queue for outputting together. This would minimise the
number of times the media on a printer would have to be changed.
A Class queue can be created manually or dynamically.
Group
Group queues enable jobs to be output more productively.
The table below provides details about the Group queues that are
available.
GROUP QUEUE
Cloning
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DESCRIPTION
Output clones of a job to multiple destinations that are
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associated with attached Printer queues.
Share the output of jobs between multiple destinations
that are associated with attached Printer queues.
Split a job between multiple destinations that are
associated with attached Printer queues.

Load Share
Splitting

NOTE:

A Group queue can be created manually or dynamically.
Printer
Each Printer queue is associated with a destination that SpoolQ can output
jobs to.
A Printer queue can only output one job at a time to a destination.

NOTE:

A Printer queue can only be created dynamically.

Passage of Jobs Between Queues
Jobs that appear in certain queues can be passed dynamically or manually
from one queue to another (Fig. 17).
Fig. 17
Passage of a job through
queues
NOTE:

Only the Host queue cannot have jobs passed back to it from another
queue.

MORE:

For details about what queue a job is initially placed in when it is received
by SpoolQ, refer to the Technical Reference Manual.

Attributes
Queues have the following common attributes:
Activity (Activity)
Attach (Attach) (Group)
NOTE:

The description within brackets above is the column title of the queue
attribute displayed within SpoolQ.
Activity (Activity)
The table below provides details about the messages that are displayed to
indicate the activity status of a queue.
ACTIVITY
Splg
Sp&P
Spld
Prtg
n

NOTE:
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DESCRIPTION
Contains a Spooling job.
Contains a job that is simultaneously being received and
output (known as Disk Skimming).
Contains only Spooled jobs.
Contains an Output job (Printer queues only).
Number of jobs hidden in a queue.

If a queue is empty, its activity status is blank.
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Attach (Attach) (Group)
When a queue is attached to another, the name of the queue that it has
been attached to is displayed in the following manner:
If a Class, Group or Printer queue is attached to a Host queue (or vice
versa), the name of the Class, Group or Printer queue appears in the
Attach column of the Host queue.
If a Group or Printer queue is attached to a Class queue (or vice
versa), the name of the Group or Printer queue appears in the Attach
column of the Class queue.
If a Printer queue is attached to a Group queue (or vice versa), the
name of the Group queue appears under the Group queue column
next to the name of the Printer queue.

Sort Order
Queues of the same type are sorted in alphabetical order (Fig. 18).
Fig. 18
Queue sort order

Printer Queues
If a Printer queue is attached to a Group queue, the Printer queue is
displayed adjacent to the Group queue it is attached to (Fig. 19).
Fig. 19
Sort order of a Printer
queue if attached to a
Group queue
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Archive
The Archive (Fig. 20) is located on the Done and Archive screen and is used
as a storage area for jobs within SpoolQ.
Fig. 20
Archive

The Archive jobs that are stored within can be accessed at anytime and
moved about the SpoolQ workspace and processed again if required.

Structure
Depending upon the configuration of SpoolQ and whether version 2 and
above is being used, the structure of the Archive is hierarchal; similar to
that of a folder (directory) structure within Windows. This enables the
Archive jobs stored within to be organised so that they can be more easily
located and managed.
The Archive consists of some or all of the following elements:
Archive header
Archive folders
Archive sub-folders (SpoolQ version 2 and above only)
Archive jobs
Archive Header
The Archive has a header labelled “Done Archives – Click ID to Change
State”. This is effectively the root of the Archive below which, Archive
folders are listed.
When the contents of the Archive are shown, the Archive header is
coloured blue. When hidden it is coloured red.
NOTE:

Before any Archive jobs are placed in the Archive, the Archive header is the
only Archive element that is shown on the Done and Archive screen.
Archive Folders
Archive folders are listed below the Archive header and are used to store
Archive jobs and sub-folders.
If an Archive folder does not already exist, it is dynamically created when a
job is moved to the Archive. It is labelled, “Done Archives From: 00:00 on ”
followed by the date when the Archive jobs within it were received by
SpoolQ. Labelling each Archive folder in such a way enables Archive jobs to
be initially stored and managed on a daily basis.
Archive folders are listed below the Archive header in date order – most
recent at the top, oldest at the bottom.
When the content of an Archive folder is shown, its label is coloured green.
When hidden it is coloured grey.
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NOTE:

The number of Archive folders that can be stored within the Archive and
the point when they are dynamically deleted is dependant upon the
configuration of SpoolQ.
Archive Sub-Folders
Depending upon the configuration of SpoolQ and whether version 2 and
above is being used, Archive sub-folders are listed below an associated
Archive folder or within another Archive sub-folder. They are used to
provide further levels of storage for Archive jobs and other Archive subfolders.
If an Archive sub-folder does not already exist, it is dynamically created
when a job is moved to the Archive. It is labelled with a name that is
prefixed with a greater than (>) symbol to indicate its hierarchal level:
> name

- Level 1 Archive sub-folder

>> name

- Level 2 Archive sub-folder

>>> name

- Level 3 Archive sub-folder

etc.
The dynamic creation of an Archive sub-folder and as a result its naming,
can be based upon a wide range of job related information, such as the
name of the Host queue the job was received in.
NOTE:

The number of levels of Archive sub-folders that can be stored within each
Archive folder is dependant upon the length of the Archive sub-folder
names.
Archive sub-folders of the same level are listed below the associated
Archive folder in reverse alphabetical order.
When the content of an Archive sub-folder is shown, its label is coloured
green. When hidden it is coloured blue.

NOTE:
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Archive sub-folders are only available to SpoolQ version 2 and above.
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Selecting Elements
In order to accomplish many operations within SpoolQ, elements such as
jobs, queues, parts of the Archive and data lines will need to be selected.
This is achieved using the mouse.

Element Select Zones
In order to select certain elements within SpoolQ, an area called a Select
Zone is used.
The table below provides details about the location of Select Zones for
elements within SpoolQ.
ELEMENT
Jobs on the Management screen.
Jobs on the Done and Archive
screen.
Queues.
Archive header, folder and subfolder.
Data lines on the Job View screen.

SELECT ZONE
Corresponding queue name within
the Queue column.
Corresponding area of the State
column.
Corresponding queue name within
the Host, Class, Group or Printer
queue column.
Corresponding Shown or Hidden
label within the State column.
Corresponding area of the LnNo
Column or the CTRL column.

When the mouse cursor is placed over a Select Zone, the background of
the associated element is coloured grey (Fig. 21). Following this, a left-click
or right-click can be performed to select the element.
Fig. 21
Mouse cursor positioned
over the Select Zone of a
Spooled job
NOTE:

If a right-click is performed on a Select Zone a pop-up menu is displayed
alongside the element.

NOTE:

All the while the mouse cursor is positioned over a Select Zone, updates to
the screen are not normally performed until the cursor is removed.

Pick ‘n’ Put Mouse Control
The functionality of the mouse when used with certain elements within
SpoolQ is different to that of other Windows applications. Instead of drag
‘n’ drop, SpoolQ uses Pick ‘n’ Put.
The Pick ‘n’ Put functionality enables certain elements to be carefully and
precisely selected, moved and positioned without having to continually
hold down the mouse button in order to “hold on” to the element – a
process that is especially precarious when performing management
operations on jobs containing important, sensitive or non-recoverable
data.
Pick ‘n’ Put can be used on the following elements:
SPOOLQ USER GUIDE
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Jobs
Queues
Archive folders
Archive sub-folders
Pick
The pick functionality enables an element to be “picked-up”.
To pick an element, move the mouse cursor over the Select Zone of the
element and perform a single left-click (left-pick) or right-click (right-pick).
Following this, a Wordmouse is displayed.
Put
The put functionality enables an element that has already had a pick
performed on it, to be “put down”.
To put an element, move the Wordmouse over the position where the
element needs to be “put-down” (i.e. a queue over a menu option or a job
over a queue) and perform a left-click (put). Following this, the
Wordmouse disappears and the put is performed.
NOTE:

Performing a left-click while the Wordmouse is over a main menu title will
not action the put but will instead display the list of menu options.
Performing a put on a main menu option will action the put.
Wordmouse
A Wordmouse (Fig. 22) is a text label that is continually displayed
alongside the mouse cursor after a pick has been performed. The
Wordmouse remains until a put is performed or the pick is cancelled.

Fig. 22
Wordmouse (for a job that
has been picked)

The Wordmouse text differs depending upon the element that has been
picked.
The table below provides details about the Wordmouse text that is
displayed for certain elements.
WORDMOUSE TEXT
All Selected
Marked Archive
Marked File
Marked Job
Name of queue
Selected Pages

ELEMENT
Multiple jobs.
Archive folder or sub-folder.
Dump or “Unknown” file.
Job.
Queue.
Pages within a job being viewed.

Multiple Elements
In order to perform operations on more than one element at a time,
multiple elements of the same type can be simultaneously selected.
The following elements can have multiple simultaneous selections:
Jobs (Fig. 23).
Data Lines (Fig. 24).
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Fig. 23
Multiple jobs
simultaneously selected

Fig. 24
Multiple data lines
simultaneously selected

The table below provides details about the keyboard and mouse
combinations that can be used to select multiple jobs or data lines.
KEYBOARD + MOUSE
CTRL + Left-click

Shift + Left-click

ACTION
Selects a single job while keeping other jobs
selected. Cannot be used for selecting multiple
data lines.
Selects a range of jobs or data lines while
keeping others selected.
The first shift and left-click specifies the start of
the range. The second shift and left-click specifies
the end of the range. All jobs or data lines
between the start and end are automatically
selected following specification of the range end.

NOTE:

Selecting multiple jobs using the shift and CTRL key combinations will not
perform a pick. The pick is only applied when a left or right-click without
the shift or CTRL keys is performed on the initial job selection or on
selected jobs during or at the end of the selection process.

NOTE:

If a pick is performed on a single job after multiple jobs have been
selected, the multiple jobs stay selected but the single job is the only job
that is “picked-up” and therefore the only job that can be put.
Using Both CTRL and Shift Key Combinations
The two keyboard and mouse button combinations can be used in
conjunction with each other.

EXAMPLE:
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A range of jobs are selected using the shift and left-click combination, and
then jobs outside of the highlighted range individually selected using the
CTRL and left-click combination.
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Deselecting Elements and Cancelling a Pick
Elements such as jobs, queues, Archive folders and sub-folders and data
lines that have previously been selected or had a pick applied can be
deselected or have the pick cancelled in one of two ways:
1. Right-click anywhere within Windows, except on a Select Zone or on
selected data lines.
2. Press the Esc key on the keyboard.
NOTE:

Depending upon the type of element, a pick may need to be cancelled
before the associated element or elements can be deselected.

NOTE:

The yellow background that is displayed for certain selected elements
disappears after deselecting the element or elements.

Multiple Elements
Keyboard and mouse combinations can also be used to deselect a single
element or a range of elements while keeping others selected. These can
be used for the following elements:
Jobs.
Data lines.
Jobs
The table below provides details about the keyboard and mouse
combinations that can be used to deselect certain jobs that have previously
been selected.
KEYBOARD + MOUSE
CTRL + Left-click

Shift + Left-click

ACTION
Deselects a single job while keeping other jobs
selected.
Deselects a range of jobs while keeping others
selected. This can be used to deselect large
numbers of jobs within a range of selected jobs.
The first shift and left-click on a selected job
specifies the start of the range. The second shift
and left-click on a selected job specifies the end
of the range. All jobs between the start and end
are automatically deselected following
specification of the range end.

Data Lines
The table below provides details about the keyboard and mouse
combinations that can be used to deselect certain data lines that have
previously been selected.
KEYBOARD + MOUSE
Shift + Left-click
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ACTION
Deselects a range of data lines while keeping
others selected.
A shift and left-click on a selected data line
deselects all the selected data lines below it.
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Menus
In order to access many of the features and functions within SpoolQ, the
following two types of menu can be used:
Main
Pop-up

Main
Main menus (Fig. 25) appear along the top of all SpoolQ screens just below
the title bar. Each provides access to a group of related features and
functions within SpoolQ.
Fig. 25
Main menus located on the
Management screen
(ClassQ selected)

Each main menu consists of the following two elements:
Title
Options
Title
The main menu title provides you with a visual reference and a point on
which the main menu can be selected in order to display the options
associated with it.
Options
Each main menu consists of a list of related options that are displayed
below the title when the main menu is selected. Each option is used to
gain access to a certain feature or function within SpoolQ.
Viewing Options
Main menu options are viewed using either the mouse or keyboard.
CONTROL OPTION
Mouse
Keyboard

ACTION
Move the cursor over the main menu title and leftclick. Following this a list of options are displayed
below the title.
Each main menu title has a red letter called a hot key.
Press the letter on the keyboard to view a list of
options below the title.

After initially viewing the options for a main menu, further options for
other main menus can be viewed by moving the mouse cursor over a main
menu title. Alternatively, use the left and right arrow keys to move left and
right through the sequence.
NOTE:
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Displaying the options for one main menu will hide the options for
another.
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Selecting an Option
A main menu option is selected using either the mouse or keyboard.
CONTROL OPTION
Mouse

Keyboard

ACTION
Move the cursor over the required option to highlight
it in blue and left-click to select the option.
Each main menu option has a red letter called a hot
key. Press this letter on the keyboard to select the
option. Alternatively, use the up and down arrow
keys to move up and down through the sequence
and the Return key to select the option.

Closing
A main menu is closed (i.e. the options are no longer displayed) by rightclicking anywhere on the associated SpoolQ screen.
NOTE:

If the mouse and keyboard are left untouched, a main menu will
automatically close after a delay of 30 seconds.
Changing the “On/Off” State of an Element
Certain elements have an “on/off” state which is controlled by an
associated main menu option (Fig. 26).

EXAMPLE:

The Done and Archive screen contains an Expose menu (Fig. 26) that is
used to determine the shown and hidden (“on/off”) state of a number of
elements that appear on the screen.

Fig. 26
Expose menu displaying
“on” state symbols

To indicate whether the element is in its “on” state a ☺ symbol is
displayed to the left of the associated main menu option. If the element is
in its “off” state no symbol is displayed.
Selecting a main menu option without the “on” symbol will add the “on”
symbol to the option. Selecting a main menu option with the “on” symbol
will remove the “on” symbol from the option.

Pop-Up
Pop-up menus (Fig. 27) are a simple and convenient way to access specific
features and functions available to certain SpoolQ elements such as
queues, jobs and data lines.
Fig. 27
Pop-up menu
(Class queue)

NOTE:
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Pop-up menus are only available to SpoolQ version 2 or above.
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Options
Each pop-up menu consists of a list of related options that are associated
with features and functions specific to particular SpoolQ elements.
Viewing Options
Pop-up menu options are displayed by right-clicking a SpoolQ element.
EXAMPLE:

Right-clicking a queue name within the Queue Display panel on the
Management screen, displays a pop-up menu relevant to the type of
queue.
A pop-up menu is displayed alongside an element that has been rightclicked.
Selecting an Option
A pop-up menu option is selected using either the mouse or keyboard.
CONTROL OPTION
Mouse

Keyboard

ACTION
Move the cursor over the required option to highlight
it in blue and left-click to select the option.
Each pop-up menu option has a red letter called a
hot key. Press this letter on the keyboard to select the
option. Alternatively, use the up and down arrow
keys to move up and down through the sequence
and the Return key to select the option.

Closing
A pop-up menu is closed (i.e. the options are no longer displayed) by rightclicking anywhere on the associated SpoolQ screen.
NOTE:
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If the mouse and keyboard are left untouched, a pop-up menu
automatically closes after a delay of 30 seconds.
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Dialog Boxes
On occasion you may be presented with a dialog box (Fig. 28) that will be
displayed on top of the current SpoolQ screen.
Fig. 28
Dialog box
(Create Class queue)

Dialog boxes provide you with the following:
Warnings.
Notices.
Entry of user defined information that is required for certain
management operations.
Confirmation of certain management operations.

Confirming
The table below provides details about the buttons that can be used to
confirm an action associated with a dialog box or continue with another
operation within SpoolQ.
BUTTON
OK
Yes
Yes to All

ACTION
Confirm an action for an individual element or continue.
Confirm an action for an individual element.
Confirm an action for all elements simultaneously.

Left-clicking a button will confirm the associated action. When all actions
have been confirmed the dialog box will close.

Cancelling and Closing
The table below provides details about the buttons that can be used to
cancel an action associated with a dialog box.
BUTTON
Cancel
Close
No
No to All
Windows X

ACTION
Cancel an action for all elements simultaneously.
Cancel an action for all elements simultaneously.
Cancel an action for an individual element.
Cancel an action for all elements simultaneously.
Cancel an action for all elements simultaneously.

Left-clicking a button will cancel the associated action. When all actions
have been cancelled the dialog box will close.
NOTE:
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If certain dialog boxes are not manually confirmed or cancelled and the
mouse and keyboard are left untouched, they will automatically close after
a delay of 30 seconds. The action of a dialog box automatically closing is
the same as selecting a Cancel, Close or Windows X button.
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Edit Boxes
Edit boxes (Fig. 29) are used to allow entry of user-defined information
that is required for certain SpoolQ functions such as specifying the copy
count or defining a Selective Print for a job.
Fig. 29
Edit Box

Positioning of Entries
Edit box entries, such as page numbers and separation characters are input
in to an edit box at the position of the text cursor.

The text cursor is repositioned within the edit box by placing the focus on
the associated screen or dialog box, moving the cursor to the required
location and left-clicking. Alternatively, use the left and right arrow keys on
the keyboard to move the cursor left and right respectively within the edit
box.

Removing Entries
Edit box entries, such as page numbers and separation characters are
removed by positioning the text cursor with the mouse or keyboard, either
before or after the entry to be removed and pressing the Delete or
Backspace key respectively.

Clearing the Edit Box
Most edit boxes within SpoolQ have an associated Clear button. This is
used to either immediately clear the edit box or reset a value to its default.

Page Number Separation Characters
Certain page related functions within SpoolQ, such as defining a Selective
Print for a job, may require entry of page numbers or a range of pages
within an edit box. In order to be able to do this a number of separation
characters are provided that affect the way in which the pages are output.
Start and End of a Page Range (-)
Use a dash (-) to separate the start and end of a page range.
EXAMPLE:

If pages 1 to 10 of a job need to be output then the following would need
to appear in the edit box:
1-10
Adding Individual Pages and/or a Range of Pages (,)
Use a comma (,) to separate individual page numbers and/or a range of
page numbers and output the associated pages as separate jobs.

EXAMPLE:

If pages 2, 5 and 8 to 20 need to be output as separate jobs, the following
sequence would need to appear in the edit box:
2,5,8-20
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Including Individual Pages and/or a Range of Pages (&)
Use an ampersand (&) to separate individual page numbers and/or a range
of page numbers and output the associated pages within the same job.
EXAMPLE:

If pages 4, 6 and 25 to 30 need to be output as an individual job, the
following sequence would need to appear in the edit box:
4&6&25-30
Combined Example

EXAMPLE:

The following sequence appears within the edit box:
1-5,12-25&30&52,10
When the job associated with the sequence above is output, pages 1 to 5
make up one job, 12 to 25, 30 and 52 another job, followed by another
job consisting of page 10.
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Scroll Bars
Scroll bars (Fig. 30) provide a mouse controlled means of moving an area
of a SpoolQ screen, up, down left and right.
Fig. 30
Scroll bar (horizontal)

The table below provides details of the three elements that make up a
scroll bar.
LABEL
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ELEMENT

1

Arrows

2

Slider

3

Bar

DESCRIPTION
The arrows (1) that appear at either end of a
scroll bar enable you to move an area of the
screen by one element for every left-click.
Left-click and hold the cursor over an arrow
to repeat the one element movement until
the button is released.
The slider that appears within the bar enables
you to quickly scroll an area of the screen.
Left-click the slider, hold the cursor and move
the mouse either up and down (for the
vertical scroll bars) or left or right (for the
horizontal scroll bars).
The bar is the area in which the slider moves.
The location of the slider within the bar
indicates the relative position of the currently
viewed area in relation to the entire area.
Left-click the bar to move the viewed area.
Up or down if clicking above or below the
slider on a vertical scroll bar, and left or right
if clicking to the left or right of the slider on a
horizontal scroll bar.
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Hot Screening
In order for you to quickly move about the SpoolQ workspace and use the
Pick ‘n’ Put functionality to its full potential, the Management, Done and
Archive, and Job View screen all have hot screening functionality.
As soon as you place the mouse cursor over a screen it immediately comes
in to view above all other elements displayed on the Windows desktop. It is
not necessary to left-click the required screen in order to bring it in to
focus (make it active and viewable).
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Changing the Viewable Size of Elements
The viewable size of the Management, Done and Archive, and Job View
screen, together with certain elements within, can be changed.

Screens
The viewable size of the Management, Done and Archive, and Job View
screen can be changed in the same manner as any other Windows
application.
MORE:

For further details, refer to your Windows documentation or help system.

Queue Display and Job Display Panels
The Queue Display panel and Job Display panel can be simultaneously
resized vertically in the following manner:
1. Move the mouse cursor over the grab bar at the bottom of the
Queue Display panel.
2. When the mouse cursor changes to a double vertical arrow, left-click
and hold the mouse button.
3. Move the mouse up and down to resize both the Job Display and
Queue Display panels vertically.
4. When you are happy with the position, release the mouse button.

Queue Panels
Each of the Queue panels within the Queue Display panel can be resized
horizontally in the following manner:
1. Move the mouse cursor over the grab bar to the right of the Host or
Class queue scroll bar.
2. When the mouse cursor changes to a double horizontal arrow, leftclick and hold the mouse button.
3. Move the mouse left and right to resize the adjacent queue panels
horizontally.
4. When you are happy with the position, release the mouse button.

SPOOLQ USER GUIDE
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Viewing the Management, and Done and Archive Screens
When SpoolQ is launched, the Management screen is automatically
displayed by default. From here, access to the Done and Archive screen is
available.
To display the Done and Archive screen, select the Display menu followed
by the Create Done Screen option. Following this, the Done and Archive
screen is “created”. Once “created”, viewing either the Management or
Done and Archive screen is achieved using Hot Screening or the various
options found on the Display menu of both screens.

Display Menu Options
A Display menu is available on both the Management screen, and Done
and Archive screen. This enables you to display these screens in a number
of viewing formats.
The table below provides details about the Display menu options.
MENU OPTION
Show Done/Main Screen

Create Done Screen
Show Main/Done Full

Show Both SplitH

Show Both SplitV
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DESCRIPTION
If you are on the Management screen, selecting
this option displays the Done and Archive
screen (if it has been “created”). If you are on
the Done and Archive screen, selecting this
option displays the Management screen.
Available only on the Management screen.
Selecting this option “creates” the Done and
Archive screen.
Maximises the screen that you are currently
viewing, i.e. makes the screen the size of your
Windows desktop.
Horizontally displays both the Management,
and Done and Archive screens simultaneously.
The screens are horizontally split across the full
size of the Windows desktop in equal
proportions.
Vertically displays both the Management, and
Done and Archive screens simultaneously. The
screens are vertically split across the full size of
the Windows desktop in equal proportions.
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The queue management facilities that are available within SpoolQ provide
you with a powerful and flexible method of organising jobs.
In this section, the following information is included:
Creating
Deleting
Holding
Releasing a Queue that is Held
Attaching Queues To Each Other
Detaching Queues From Each Other
Setting a Hold Limit on a Printer Queue
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Creating
Depending upon their type, queues can be created either dynamically or
manually up to a default or user defined limit.

Dynamically
All queue types can be created dynamically when a job is received by
SpoolQ.
MORE:

For further details about how queues are created dynamically, refer to the
Technical Reference Manual.

Manually
Class and Group queues can be created manually. This can be achieved in
one of two ways:
1. Select the relevant queue menu followed by the Create “Name”
option.
2. Right-pick an existing queue (of the same type that is required) and
put the queue on the pop-up menu’s Create “Name” option.
Following this, a Create dialog (Fig. 31) is displayed that prompts you for a
queue name.
Fig. 31
Create Queue dialog
(Load Share Group queue)

Enter the required queue name in the edit box and left-click the OK button
to create the queue.
NOTE:
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Queue names must be alphanumeric and up to eight characters in length.
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Deleting
A queue can be deleted in one of two ways:
1. Left-pick the queue, select the associated queue menu and put the
queue on the Delete “Name” option.
2. Right-pick the queue and put the queue on the pop-up menu’s
Delete “Name” option.
Following this, a Delete “Name” dialog is displayed (Fig. 32).
Fig. 32
Delete Queue dialog

Left-click the Yes button to delete the queue.
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NOTE:

Queues that contain jobs cannot be deleted. If this attempted a warning
dialog is displayed.

NOTE:

If there is a job on the Done and Archive screen that references a Printer
queue, the Printer queue, if deleted, will reappear after a short delay.

NOTE:

If the configuration of associated Tasks remains the same after SpoolQ is
exited, dynamic Host and Printer queues that have been deleted reappear
when SpoolQ is re-launched.
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Holding
To prevent jobs from being output or dynamically passed to another
queue, an entire queue can be held. This effectively freezes all of the jobs
held within.
A queue can be held in one of two ways:
1. Left-pick the queue, select the associated queue menu and put the
queue on the Hold “Name” Queue option.
2. Right-pick the queue and put the queue on the pop-up menu’s Hold
“Name” Queue option.
Following this, the queue name is displayed in red to indicate that it is
held.
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Releasing a Queue that is Held
A queue that is held can be released in one of two ways:
1. Left-pick the queue, select the associated queue menu and put the
queue on the Release “Name” Queue option.
2. Right-pick the queue and put the queue on the pop-up menu’s
Release “Name” Queue option.
Following this, the queue name is displayed in green to indicate that it is
active.
NOTE:
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Any job that is individually held within a queue remains held following the
release of a queue.
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Attaching Queues To Each Other
In order for SpoolQ to provide flexible and automatic job routing from
source to destination, certain queues can be manually attached to each
other. This allows jobs that are initially placed in a Host, Class or Group
queue, to be dynamically passed to another queue.
Pick the required queue and put it on the queue you wish to attach it to.
Following this, the attach status of one of the queues changes.

Queue Attachment Combinations
The following combinations of queue types can be manually attached:
Host to Class
Host to Group
Host to Printer
Class to Group
Class to Printer
Group to Printer
EXAMPLE:

or
or
or
or
or
or

Class to Host
Group to Host
Printer to Host
Group to Class
Printer to Class
Printer to Group

A Host queue called ICLSERVER could be attached to a Printer queue called
LASER (or vice versa). A job arriving in the ICLSERVER queue would
automatically pass to the LASER queue and would then be output (if both
queues are not held).
A Host, Class and Printer queue can only be attached to one other queue
at any one time. A Group queue can have up to the maximum number of
Printer queues simultaneously attached to it.
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Detaching Queues From Each Other
A queue that is attached to another is detached by performing a pick then
a put on to itself.
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Setting a Hold Limit on a Printer Queue
Certain SpoolQ connected printers that have been idle for a period may
have to perform warm-up, initialisation and self-test procedures before
being able to print. To reduce the number of times a printer has to
perform these actions, a hold limit can be assigned to the Printer queue to
temporarily prevent jobs from being output to the associated printer.
SpoolQ monitors the number of pages that are contained within jobs that
enter the Printer queue. When the number of pages matches the hold
limit, all jobs within the Printer queue are output one by one to the
associated printer. When complete, SpoolQ starts to hold jobs within the
queue until the hold limit is reached again.
NOTE:

If the Printer queue has been manually held, no jobs will be output until
the queue is released.

NOTE:

By default, each Printer queue has a hold limit of zero pages, which causes
the Printer queue (if not held) to immediately output jobs to the associated
printer. However, if jobs need to be prevented from immediately being
output, this limit can be increased.
A hold limit can be defined for a Printer queue in one of two ways:
1. Left-pick the Printer queue, select the Printer queue menu and put
the Printer queue on the Set Hold Limit option.
2. Right-pick the Printer queue and put the Printer queue on the popup menu’s Set Hold Limit option.
Following this, a Set Hold Limit dialog (Fig. 33) is displayed.

Fig. 33
Set Hold Limit dialog

Use the edit box to enter the number of pages that need to be reached
before jobs in the Printer queue are output. Alternatively, use the plus (+)
and minus (–) buttons to increase or decrease the number shown.
Left-click the OK button to set the hold limit that is displayed in the edit
box. Following this, a greater than symbol (>) is displayed next to the
Printer queue name to indicate that the queue has a hold limit defined.
Setting the hold limit back to zero removes this indicator.
The hold limit of a Printer queue can be overridden by flushing all the jobs
in the queue.
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Managing Jobs Prior To Output

There are a number of facilities within SpoolQ that enable you to manage
jobs prior to output.
In this section, the following information is included:
Hiding
Showing Jobs that are Hidden
Cancelling
Deleting
Holding
Releasing a Job that is Held
Flushing All Spooled Jobs in a Printer Queue
Moving
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Hiding
To help reduce the number of Spooling and Spooled jobs that are
displayed within the Job Display panel, any that appear within a particular
queue can be hidden in one of two ways:
1. Left-pick the queue, select the associated queue menu and put the
queue on the Hide Jobs option.
2. Right-pick the queue and put the queue on the pop-up menu’s Hide
Jobs option.
Following this, all the Spooling and Spooled jobs that reside in the selected
queue disappear from the Job Display panel and the background of the
queue name is displayed in yellow.
NOTE:

If Spooling and Spooled jobs in a Printer queue have been hidden, half the
background of the queue name is displayed in yellow to indicate that
Output jobs are still displayed.
A figure indicating the number of Spooling and Spooled jobs that are
hidden for that queue is displayed under the Activity column of the queue.
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Showing Jobs that are Hidden
All jobs that are hidden in a particular queue can be shown in one of two
ways:
1. Left-pick the queue, select the associated queue menu and put the
queue on the Show Jobs option.
2. Right-pick the queue and put the queue on the pop-up menu’s
Show Jobs option.
Following this, all jobs within the associated queue (including Output jobs)
are displayed within the Job Display panel. The yellow background of the
queue name disappears along with the number in the Activity column.
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Cancelling
Spooling and Spooled jobs can be cancelled and as a result dynamically
moved to the Done and Archive screen in one of two ways:
1. Left-pick the job, select the Job menu and put the job on the Cancel
Job option.
2. Right-pick the job and put the job on the pop-up menu’s Cancel Job
option.
Following this, a Cancel Job dialog (Fig. 34) is displayed.
Fig. 34
Cancel Job dialog

Left-click the Yes button to cancel the job. Following this, the job is
removed from the Job Display panel and becomes a Done job.
NOTE:
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A Spooling job that is cancelled initially has an Err Activity message when it
becomes a Done job.
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Deleting
Spooling and Spooled jobs can be deleted in one of two ways:
1. Left-pick the job, select the Job menu and put the job on the Delete
Job option.
2. Right-pick the job and put the job on the pop-up menu’s Delete Job
option.
Following this, a Delete Job dialog (Fig. 35) is displayed.
Fig. 35
Delete Job dialog

Left-click the Yes button to delete the job.
NOTE:
CAUTION:

NOTE:
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Clone jobs cannot be deleted. If an attempt is made to do so a warning
dialog is displayed. Clone jobs can, however, be cancelled.
A Spooled job that is deleted is permanently removed from the SpoolQ
system and the hard drive of the PC. It is therefore advised that a backup is
made at source of any job that may need to be retained.
A Spooling job that is deleted becomes a Done job. It has a description
made up of an internal code followed by the label “(No Job Description)”
and initially an Err Activity message.
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Holding
Instead of holding an entire queue, Spooling and Spooled jobs can be
individually held to prevent them from being dynamically output or moved
to another queue.
A Spooling or Spooled job can be held in one of two ways:
1. Left-pick the job, select the Job menu and put the job on the Hold
Job option.
2. Right-pick the job and put the job on the pop-up menu’s Hold Job
option.
Following this, the Spooling or Spooled job is displayed in red to indicate
that it is held.
NOTE:
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A Spooling job that is held continues to receive data as normal.
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Releasing a Job that is Held
Spooling and Spooled jobs that have been individually held can be released
in one of two ways:
1. Left-pick the job, select the Job menu and put the job on the Release
Job option.
2. Right-pick the job and put the job on the pop-up menu’s Release Job
option.
Following this, a Spooled job is displayed in black and a Spooling job is
displayed in grey to indicate that they are no longer held.
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Flushing All Spooled Jobs in a Printer Queue
The Printer queue can have a hold limit defined to prevent the associated
printer having to warm-up, initialise or self test for only a limited number
of pages. However, on occasion Spooled jobs may need to be output
before this page limit is reached, so a flushing (release) facility is provided
to override it.
All Spooled jobs in a Printer queue can be flushed in one of two ways:
1. Left-pick the Printer queue, select the Printer menu and put the
Printer queue on the Flush All Print Jobs option.
2. Right-pick the Printer queue and put the Printer queue on the popup menu’s Flush All Print Jobs option.
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Moving
Spooling and Spooled jobs can be manually moved within the queue they
are currently in, to another queue or to the Done and Archive screen.

Moving Within a Queue
In order to prioritise Spooling and Spooled jobs within a queue, they can
be manually moved within the queue they are already in.
Left-pick the job and put it in the required position. Following this, the job
is positioned above the nearest Spooling or Spooled job (in the same
queue) to where it was put.
If a job needs to be moved to the bottom of the queue, position it as the
penultimate job and then move the job below it above.
NOTE:

Multiple Spooling or Spooled jobs cannot be moved simultaneously.

NOTE:

Spooling and Spooled jobs cannot be moved above the Output job of a
Printer queue.

Moving to Another Queue
In addition to SpoolQ being able to dynamically move Spooling and
Spooled jobs from one queue to another, they can also be moved
manually.
Spooling and Spooled jobs can be manually moved between the following
combinations of queues:
Host to Class
Host to Group
Host to Printer
Class to Group
Class to Printer
Group to Class
Group to Printer
Printer to Class
Printer to Group
Left-pick the job and put it on the required queue. Following this, the
Spooling or Spooled job is grouped with other jobs in the same queue.

Moving to the Done and Archive Screen
In addition to SpoolQ dynamically moving a job to the Done and Archive
screen after it has been output or cancelled, a Spooled job can also be
moved manually. It can be moved so that it becomes a Done job or can be
moved to the Archive to become an Archive job.
Left-pick the Spooled job, bring the Done and Archive screen in to view
and follow one of the procedures below.
Making a Done Job
Put the Spooled job on the list of Done jobs. Following this, the Spooled
job is removed from the Management screen and is positioned within the
list of Done jobs on the Done and Archive screen.
SPOOLQ USER GUIDE
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NOTE:

When a Clone job is moved to the Done and Archive screen to become a
Done job, it is removed from SpoolQ and the associated Cloned job reverts
to a Done job if no other Clone jobs are associated with it.
Making an Archive Job
Put the Spooled job on the Archive header. Following this, the Spooled job
is removed from the Management screen and becomes an Archive job that
appears on the Done and Archive screen. If an appropriate Archive folder
already exists, the Archive job is placed in that. If not, a new Archive folder
is created where the Archive job resides.
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Specifying Job Output
Conditions

There are a number of facilities within SpoolQ that enable you to change
the output conditions of jobs prior to being output.
In this section, the following information is included:
Changing the Copy Count
Selecting Parts of a Job to Output
Removing a Selective Print
Creating a Selective Print Clone Job
Creating a Clone Job
Outputting a Job to Multiple Destinations
Sharing Jobs Between Destinations
Splitting a Job Between Destinations
Creating Output Banners
Keeping Account of Jobs
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Changing the Copy Count
Spooling and Spooled jobs can have their copy count changed in order to
increase or decrease the number of copies that are output.
The copy count of a Spooling or Spooled job can be changed in one of two
ways:
1. Left-pick the job, select the Job menu and put the job on the Copies
option.
2. Right-pick the job and put the job on the pop-up menu’s Copies
option.
Following this, a Copies dialog (Fig. 36) is displayed.
Fig. 36
Copies dialog

Use the edit box to enter the copy count required. Alternatively, use the
plus (+) and minus (–) buttons to increase or decrease the number.
NOTE:

The Clear button is used to reset the number of pages displayed in the edit
box to 1.
Left-click the OK button to set the copy count.
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Selecting Parts of a Job to Output
Instead of having to output a job in its entirety, a Selective Print can be
defined for Spooling, Spooled, Output and Done jobs. These can have
individual pages or a range of pages tagged for output together or as
separate “jobs”.
A Selective Print can be defined for a job in one of two ways:
1. Left-pick the job, select the Job menu and put the job on the
Selective Print option.
2. Right-pick a job and put the job on the pop-up menu’s Selective
Print option.
Following this, a Selective Print dialog (Fig. 37) is displayed.
Fig. 37
Selective Print dialog

Use the edit box to define the page selection(s) or range of page selections
that require output, together with valid separation characters.
NOTE:

If a Selective Print is being defined for a job that has previously had a
Selective Print applied, the page selection(s) and associated separation
character(s) that have already been defined, appear in the edit box.

NOTE:

The Clear button is used to clear the content of the edit box.
Left-click the OK button or the OK From button to apply the Selective Print.
After a Selective Print has been applied, the word “Selective Print”,
followed by the page selection(s) appears in blue below the description of
the job.
A greater than (>) symbol is also displayed to indicate the start of the
page selections that will be output. All page selections to the left are not
output, page selections to the right are.

Applying All of the Page Selections (OK)
Selecting the OK button in the Selective Print dialog (Fig. 37) tags all the
page selections within the edit box for output.

Applying Some of the Page Selections (OK From)
Positioning the cursor anywhere within the Selective Print dialog’s (Fig. 37)
edit box and selecting the OK From button tags all the page selections for
output that are directly to the right of the nearest comma (,) or ampersand
(&) separation character to the left of the cursor.
EXAMPLE:

The following page selections are defined within the edit box:
12,15&20-28,40&45
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If the cursor was positioned between the 2 and 8 of 28 and the OK From
button selected, 20 to 28, 40 and 45 are the page selections that are
tagged for output.
NOTE:
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Following an OK From, page selections to the left of the cursor are retained
within the Selective Print definition but are not output.
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Removing a Selective Print
A Selective Print is removed from a Spooling, Spooled, Output or Done job
by clearing all the values in the edit box of the Selective Print dialog (Fig.
37).
Following this, left-click the OK button to action the change.
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Creating a Selective Print Clone Job
A Spooling, Spooled, Done and Archive job that is being viewed can have a
Selective Print Clone job created from it.
After defining a Selective Print it can be associated with a Class, Group or
Printer queue. Following this, a Selective Print Clone job (i.e. a Clone job
with the Selective Print pages tagged to it) is created within the queue.

Selecting Pages
In order to create a Selective Print Clone job, the pages that will form the
Selective Print need to be specified. This can be achieved in one of two
ways:
1. Select the Data menu followed by the Create Selective Print Clone
option.
2. Right-click a selected data line and select the Create Selective Print
Clone option from the pop-up menu.
Following this, a Create Selective Print Clone dialog (Fig. 38) is displayed.
This is used to specify the pages required for the Selective Print Clone job.
Fig. 38
Create Selective Print Clone
dialog

The required page or pages can be placed within the edit box of the Create
Selective Print Clone dialog in one of two ways:
1. Selected page entry
2. Direct entry
NOTE:

For ease of use and in order for the Selected Page Entry method to be
performed, the dialog is visible (and will stay on top) until the operator
closes it, the Selective Print is associated with a queue, a right-click is
performed on the data, or a main menu is selected.
Selected Page Entry
The selected page entry method involves selecting data lines that appear
within the page that is required and either adding or including the page
within the Create Selective Print Clone dialog’s (Fig. 38) edit box using the
Add Selection or Inc Selection buttons.
Adding a page appends a comma (,) separation character after the
previous number within the edit box.

EXAMPLE:

If the edit box contained the page number 3 and page number 8 was
added, 3,8 would appear in the edit box.
Including a page appends an ampersand (&) separation character after the
previous number within the edit box.
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EXAMPLE:

If the edit box contained the page number 3 and page number 8 was
included, 3&8 would appear in the edit box.
Selecting a range of data lines that bridge multiple consecutive pages
enables the associated page range to be either added or included. The
start and end page numbers of the range are separated by a dash (-)
within the edit box.

EXAMPLE:

If selected data lines bridged page three to seven, 3-7 would appear within
the edit box.
Further pages or page ranges can be selected and their numbers added or
included within the edit box all the while the Create Selective Print Clone
dialog is displayed.

NOTE:

EXAMPLE:

When the Create Selective Print Clone dialog (Fig. 38) is opened for the
first time, the page number(s) of any page or pages that contain currently
selected data lines are displayed within the edit box.
If a data line was selected from page three, 3 would be displayed when the
dialog is opened.
Direct Entry
The direct entry method involves entering the required pages and their
associated separators directly within the Create Selective Print Clone
dialog’s (Fig. 38) edit box using the keyboard.

NOTE:

Only numerals and valid separation characters can be entered within the
edit box.

Associating the Selective Print with a Queue
The Selective Print that has been defined is associated with a Class, Group
or Printer queue in one of two ways:
1. Job to Queue
2. Queue to Job
Job to Queue
Left-pick the Accept button, bring the Management screen in to view and
put the Selective Print on the desired queue. Following this, the Create
Selective Print Clone dialog (Fig. 38) is closed and a Cloned job and up to
two Clone jobs are created.
Queue to Job
On the Management screen, left-pick the queue that the Selective Print
needs to be associated with, bring the Job View screen in to view and put
the queue on the Accept button in the Create Selective Print Clone dialog
(Fig. 38). Following this, the dialog is closed and a Cloned job and up to
two Clone jobs are created.
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Creation of a Cloned Job and Clone Job(s)
After the Selective Print is associated with a queue, the original job that
the Selective Print was sourced from becomes a Cloned job (unless it was
already a Cloned job) and appears on the Done and Archive screen.
Depending upon what type of job the Selective Print was sourced from,
either one or two Clone jobs are created.
Spooling and Spooled Jobs
If the Selective Print was sourced from a Spooling or Spooled job, two
Clone jobs are created.
The first Clone job is created in order to “replace” the original job. This is
created within the queue that the original job was associated with.
The second Clone job is the Selective Print Clone job that is tagged with
the pages selected. This is created within the queue that the Selective Print
was previously associated with.
NOTE:

If the Selective Print was sourced from a Clone job, only the Selective Print
Clone job will be (and needs to be) created.
Done and Archive Jobs
If the Selective Print was sourced from a Done or Archive job a Selective
Print Clone job that is tagged with the pages selected is created. This is
created within the queue that the Selective Print was previously associated
with.
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Creating a Clone Job
In order to preserve a job in its current location but output the content, a
Clone job can be manually created from Spooling, Spooled, Done and
Archive jobs.
A Clone job is created by holding the CTRL key while a job (that has
previously had a pick applied) is put on a queue on the Management
screen. This involves moving a Spooling or Spooled job from one queue to
another, and moving a Done or Archive job from the Done and Archive
screen to the Management screen and then to a queue.

Creation of a Cloned Job and Clone Job(s)
After a job is put on a queue (while holding the CTRL key), the original job
that the Clone job was sourced from becomes a Cloned job that appears
on the Done and Archive screen.
Depending upon the type of job that the Clone job was sourced from,
either one or two Clone jobs are created.
Spooling and Spooled Jobs
If the source job is a Spooling or Spooled job, two Clone jobs are created.
The first Clone job is created in order to “replace” the original job. This is
created within the queue that the original job appeared in.
The second Clone job is created within the queue that the original job was
put on.
Done and Archive Jobs
If the source job is a Done or Archive job, a single Clone job is created. This
is created within the queue that the original job was put on.
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Outputting a Job to Multiple Destinations
In addition to being able to output multiple copies of a job to a single
destination, a job can be output to multiple destinations. This is achieved
by creating a Clone Group queue and attaching multiple Printer queues to
it.

Creation of a Cloned Job and Clone Jobs
When a job is passed from a Clone Group queue to the attached Printer
queues it becomes a Cloned job. Clone jobs are then dynamically created
within each of the Printer queues.
EXAMPLE:
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If three Printer queues are attached to a Clone Group queue, three Clone
jobs are created within each of the Printer queues.
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Sharing Jobs Between Destinations
Multiple jobs can be output faster and more efficiently by sharing them
between multiple destinations. This is achieved by creating a Load Share
Group queue and attaching multiple Printer queues to it.

Printer Queue Sequence
Jobs that appear in a Load Share Group queue are passed individually to
the attached Printer queues in an alphabetical “round robin” sequence.
Initially the first job received by a Load Share Group queue is passed to the
first alphabetical Printer queue in the sequence. The next job is then passed
to the next Printer queue in the alphabetical sequence. This continues until
the last Printer queue has received a job after which the next job is passed
to the first Printer queue again.
EXAMPLE:

Three Printer queues, ALPHA, BETA and CHARLIE are attached to a Load
Share Group queue. A job is received by the Load Share Group queue and
is passed to ALPHA. Another job is received and is passed to BETA and
another to CHARLIE. ALPHA finishes printing. A forth job is received and is
passed to ALPHA.
Interruption of the “Round Robin” Sequence

NOTE:

EXAMPLE:
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The only time when the “round robin” sequence is interrupted is when all
of the Printer queues that are attached to the Load Share Group queue are
outputting. When this occurs the next job is passed to the next available
Printer queue (i.e. not outputting). The next job is then passed to the
following Printer queue in the alphabetical sequence.
Three Printer queues, ALPHA, BETA and CHARLIE are attached to a Load
Share Group queue. ALPHA and CHARLIE are outputting. A job is received
by the Load Share Group queue and is passed to BETA. ALPHA and
CHARLIE finish outputting so the next job received by the Load Share
Group queue is passed to CHARLIE.
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Splitting a Job Between Destinations
A large job or a job containing a multiple copy count can be output faster
and more efficiently by sharing it between multiple destinations. This is
achieved by creating a Splitting Group queue and attaching multiple
Printer queues to it.
NOTE:

A Splitting Group queue can only be created within SpoolQ version 2 and
above.

Jobs with a Single Copy Count
When a job with a single copy count is passed from a Splitting Group
queue to the attached Printer queues, it becomes a Cloned job. An
associated Clone job is then created within the Printer queues in
alphabetical sequence. These Clone jobs are assigned Selective Prints that
equally reference pages within the Cloned job and indicate which pages to
output.
EXAMPLE:

Two Printer queues, ALPHA and BETA, are attached to a Splitting Group
queue. A job containing 500 pages appears in the Splitting Group queue
and is passed to the attached Printer queues. The job becomes a Cloned
job and two Clone jobs with Selective Prints are created. One is placed in
ALPHA and the other in BETA. The first 250 pages of the job are tagged by
the Clone job in ALPHA, the second 250 pages by the Clone job in BETA.

NOTE:

A Clone job is not split if the number of pages is less than 100. If this is the
case, jobs are distributed in their entirety to a Printer queue based upon
the same “round robin” sequence as when jobs are shared between Printer
queues.

Jobs with a Multiple Copy Count
When a job with a multiple copy count appears is passed from a Splitting
Group queue to the attached Printer queues, it becomes a Cloned job. An
associated Clone job is then created within the Printer queues in
alphabetical sequence.
If a job has a copy count greater than the number of Printer queues
attached to the Splitting Group queue, the additional copies are
distributed between each Clone job in alphabetical Printer queue
sequence.
EXAMPLE:

NOTE:
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Two Printer queues, ALPHA and BETA, are attached to a Splitting Group
queue. A job with a copy count of five appears in the Splitting Group
queue and is passed to the attached Printer queues. The job becomes a
Cloned job and two Clone jobs are created. One is placed in ALPHA and the
other in BETA. The Clone job in ALPHA contains a copy count of three, the
one in BETA a copy count of two.
A job is not split if the number of pages multiplied by the copy count is
less than 100. If this is the case, jobs are distributed in their entirety to a
Printer queue based upon the same “round robin” sequence as when jobs
are shared between Printer queues.
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Creating Output Banners
SpoolQ includes a facility for creating user defined Output Banners. These
can be appended to the beginning of a job in the form of a banner page or
job ticket for the purposes of job identification or separation.
Up to two Output Banners can be added; one based upon the Printer
queue the job is output from, the other based upon the job itself.
MORE:
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For details about how to configure SpoolQ to append Output Banners to a
job, refer to the Technical Reference Manual.
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Keeping Account of Jobs
SpoolQ includes an Accounting facility that enables job information such
as date, time, number of pages, user, etc, to be written to Accounting files
on either a daily, weekly, monthly, annual or user defined basis. These files
can be written for jobs that are received and output by SpoolQ.
Accounting files can be viewed within a text editor or can be imported into
a spreadsheet for easy viewing and analysis.
MORE:
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For details about how to configure SpoolQ for Accounting, refer to the
Technical Reference Manual.
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Managing Output Jobs

There are a number of facilities within SpoolQ that enable you to manage
Output jobs.
In this section, the following information is included:
Hiding
Showing Jobs that are Hidden
Pausing
Resuming an Output Job that is Paused
Cancelling
Deleting
Restarting an Output Job from the Beginning
Repositioning
Job Complete and Print er Offline Notification
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Hiding
In addition to being able to hide Spooling and Spooled jobs located in
Printer queues, Output jobs can also be simultaneously hidden in one of
two ways:
1. Left-pick the Printer queue, select the Printer queue menu and put
the Printer queue on the Hide All Jobs option.
2. Right-pick the Printer queue and put the Printer queue on the popup menu’s Hide All Jobs option.
Following this, the Spooling, Spooled and Output jobs that reside in the
selected Printer queue disappear from the Job Display panel and the
background of the Printer queue name is coloured yellow.
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Showing Jobs that are Hidden
MORE:
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All jobs in the Printer queue that are hidden can be shown in the same
manner as showing Spooling and Spooled jobs.
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Pausing
A Printer queue can be paused in order to temporarily halt an Output job
on the Printer queue and the associated destination in one of two ways:
1. Left-pick the Printer queue, select the Printer queue menu and put
the Printer queue on the Pause Output option.
2. Right-pick the Printer queue and put the Printer queue on the popup menu’s Pause Output option.
Following this, the associated Printer queue name is displayed in blue to
indicate that output is paused.
NOTE:

After pausing, the Output job continues to be processed until the current
page is complete. When the next page of the job is reached, output halts
on the queue and on the associated destination when its buffers are
empty.
Output does not resume until the pause is removed from the Printer
queue.
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Resuming an Output Job that is Paused
A Printer queue that is paused in order to temporarily halt an Output job
on the Printer queue and associated destination can have the pause
removed in one of two ways:
1. Left-pick the Printer queue, select the Printer queue menu and put
the Printer queue on the Continue Output option.
2. Right-pick the Printer queue and put the Printer queue on the popup menu’s Continue Output option.
Following this, the associated Printer queue name is displayed in green to
indicate that the pause is removed. Output now resumes from both the
Printer queue and the destination.
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Cancelling
An Output job can be cancelled and as a result dynamically moved to the
Done and Archive screen in one of two ways:
1. Left-pick the Printer queue where the Output job you wish to cancel
resides, select the Printer queue menu and put the Printer queue on
the Cancel Current Job option.
2. Right-pick the Printer queue where the Output job you wish to
cancel resides and put the Printer queue on the pop-up menu’s
Cancel Current Job option.
Following this, the Output job is no longer output from the Printer queue
as soon as the current page has been processed or from the destination as
soon as its buffers are empty. The cancelled Output job then becomes a
Done job.
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Deleting
An Output job cannot be deleted within SpoolQ. Instead, it must be
cancelled and then deleted after it becomes a Done job.
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Restarting an Output Job from the Beginning
An Output job can be restarted from the beginning in one of two ways:
1. Left-pick the Printer queue where the Output job you wish to restart
resides, select the Printer queue menu and put the Printer queue on
the Restart Current Job option.
2. Right-pick the Printer queue where the Output job you wish to
restart resides and put the Printer queue on the pop-up menu’s
Restart Current Job option.
Following this, the Output job is no longer output from the Printer queue
as soon as the current page has been processed or from the destination as
soon as its buffers are empty. The Output job then restarts again from the
beginning.
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Repositioning
On occasion a job may become corrupt or damaged on the destination
where it is being output. This may result in certain pages being unusable.
When an incident such as this occurs it is useful to reposition and reprint
the job prior to the page where the problem occurred, thus saving you
from having to output the entire job again.
NOTE:

To prevent further data being passed to the destination while repositioning
takes place, it is good practice to pause the associated Printer queue.
An Output job can be repositioned and restarted again from a particular
page in one of two ways:
1. Left-pick the Printer queue where the Output job you wish to
reposition resides, select the Printer queue menu and put the Printer
queue on the Reposition Current Job option.
2. Right-pick the Printer queue where the Output job you wish to
reposition resides and put the Printer queue on the pop-up menu’s
Reposition Current Job option.
Following this, a Reposition Current Job dialog (Fig. 39) is displayed.

Fig. 39
Reposition Current Job
dialog

Specifying the Reposition Page
The table below provides details about the buttons on the Reposition
Current Job dialog (Fig. 39), that can be used to specify the page from
where the Output job is repositioned and restarted.
BUTTON
Back
Forward
From

DESCRIPTION
Determines how many pages back from the current page the
Output job is repositioned at.
Determines how many pages forward from the current page
the Output job is repositioned at.
Determines the page number the Output job is repositioned
at.

When you have determined the method by which the Output job is
repositioned, use the Reposition Current Job dialog’s (Fig. 39) edit box to
enter the number of pages. Alternatively, use the plus (+) and minus (–)
buttons to increase or decrease the number of pages.
NOTE:

The Clear button is used to reset the number of pages displayed in the edit
box to 0.
Left-click the OK button to action the reposition.
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Job Complete and Print er Offline Notification
SpoolQ includes a Notification facility that can inform you by printer,
email, mobile or pager, when a job has completed or a destination goes
offline.
MORE:
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For details about how to configure SpoolQ for Notification, refer to the
Technical Reference Manual.
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Managing Elements on the
Done and Archive Screen

The Done and Archive screen is used to display and manage Done jobs, the
Archive and its associated folders, sub-folders and jobs, together with
Cloned and New jobs, Dump and “unknown” files.
In this section, the following information is included:
Showing and Hiding
Moving Jobs
Deleting
Upgrading the Archive to a Hierarchal Structure
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Showing and Hiding
The following elements on the Done and Archive screen can be shown and
hidden as required:
Archive
New jobs
Cloned jobs
Dump files
Unknown files
NOTE:

The entire list of Done jobs up to the default or user defined limit is
continually shown.

Archive
The following elements of the Archive can have their content shown or
hidden by left-clicking the corresponding Shown or Hidden label:
Archive header
Archive folder
Archive sub-folder
Left-click a Hidden label to show the content of the corresponding element
and display a Shown label. Left-click a Shown label to hide the content of
the corresponding element and display a Hidden label.
NOTE:

Only the content of one Archive folder or sub-folder can be shown at any
one time. Showing the content of one will hide the content of another that
was previously shown.
Latest Archive Folder
The content of the latest Archive folder that was created, together with a
list of all the other Archive folders in the Archive, can be shown or hidden
by setting the state of the Latest Archive option on the Expose menu to
either on or off respectively.

NOTE:

The content of any Archive sub-folders within the latest Archive folder will
not be shown.

New Jobs
New jobs that are sometimes momentarily displayed in grey at the top of
the list of Done jobs, can be shown or hidden by setting the state of the
New Jobs option on the Expose menu to on or off respectively.

Cloned Jobs
Cloned jobs can be shown or hidden by setting the state of the Cloned
Jobs option on the Expose menu to on or off respectively.

Dump Files
Dump files that reside in the SpoolQ Spool folder can be shown or hidden
by setting the state of the Dump Files option on the Expose menu to on or
off respectively.
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Unknown Files
Unknown files that reside in the SpoolQ Spool folder can be shown or
hidden by setting the state of the Unknown Files option on the Expose
menu to on or off respectively.
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Moving Jobs
Done and Archive jobs can be moved about the Done and Archive screen,
and to the Management screen.

Moving About the Done and Archive Screen
A Done job can be moved to the Archive and an Archive job can be moved
to become a Done job.
Done Jobs
Pick the Done job that you want to move and put the Done job on the
Archive header. Following this, the Done job is moved to the Archive and
becomes an Archive job.
NOTE:

All the while internal file formatting and moving of a Done job is
performed, its description maybe temporarily replaced by a FunAsset code
and the label “(No Job Description)”. As soon as the Done job becomes an
Archive job the description is replaced.
Archive Jobs
Pick the Archive job that you want to move and put the Archive job on the
list of Done jobs. Following this, the Archive job is removed from the
associated Archive folder and becomes a Done job.

NOTE:

Moving Archive jobs to the list of Done jobs (and dynamically back to the
Archive) is the method by which upgrading the Archive to a hierarchal
structure is achieved.

Moving to the Management Screen
A Done or Archive job can be moved to a Class, Group or Printer queue on
the Management screen.
Pick the Done or Archive job that you want to move, bring the
Management screen in to view and put the job on the queue where you
want to move it to. Following this, the job is removed from the Done and
Archive screen and becomes a Spooled or Output job that appears within
the Job Display panel on the Management screen.
Cloned Jobs
NOTE:
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If a Cloned job is moved, a Clone job is created and displayed in its place
within the Job Display panel on the Management screen. The Cloned job
remains on the Done and Archive screen.
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Deleting
Done and Archive jobs, Archive folders and sub-folders, Dump and
unknown files, can be deleted from the Done and Archive screen in one of
three ways:
1. Left-pick the element, select the File menu and put the element on
the Delete Archive option.
2. Left-pick the element, select the Job menu and put the element on
the Delete Job/Archive option.
3. Right-pick the element and put the element on the pop-up menu’s
Delete Job/Archive option.
Following this, a Delete Job/Archive dialog (Fig. 40) is displayed.
Fig. 40
Delete Job/Archive dialog

Left-click the Yes button to delete the element.
NOTE:

An Archive folder or sub-folder must have its content shown before a leftpick can be performed on it.

CAUTION:

Archive jobs that appeared within an Archive folder or sub-folder that was
deleted are also deleted.

CAUTION:

A Done and Archive job, Archive folder and sub-folder, Dump and
“unknown” file that is deleted, is permanently removed from the SpoolQ
system and the hard drive of the PC. It is therefore advised that a backup is
made of any job or file that may need to be retained.

Cloned Jobs
A Cloned job cannot be deleted from the Done and Archive screen because
it is directly linked to one or more Clone jobs. A Cloned job can instead be
removed by deleting the associated Clone job(s) or allowing the Clone
job(s) to be output. When it returns to its original job state (i.e. a Spooled
or a Done job) it can be deleted in the normal manner.
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Upgrading the Archive to a Hierarchal Structure
When configured correctly, SpoolQ version 2 and above has an Archive
that has a hierarchal structure that enables Archive jobs to be stored and
managed more effectively using Archive sub-folders.
NOTE:

A SpoolQ system prior to version 2 must firstly be upgraded and
configured correctly in order to take advantage of the hierarchal structure.
When SpoolQ is upgraded to version 2 or above, any Archive job that
needs to be stored within the new structure should be moved to the list of
Done jobs. Following this and depending upon the configuration of
SpoolQ, one or more Archive sub-folders are dynamically created within
the original Archive folder and the Archive jobs stored within.
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Viewing a Job On-Screen

A facility called Job Viewing is available within SpoolQ that allows any job
to be viewed on-screen in one of up to six different formats. In addition to
this, unrestricted movement about the content of a job is provided,
together with the ability to find and select data, copy it to the clipboard
and create a Selective Print Clone job.
In this section, the following information is included:
Viewing a Job
Viewing Formats
Moving About a Job
Magnifying Data
Finding Data
Copying Data to the Clipboard
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Viewing a Job
Jobs can be viewed in one of three ways:
1. Left-pick the job and put it on itself.
2. Left-pick the job, select the Job menu and put the job on the View
Job option.
3. Right-pick the job and put the job on the pop-up menu’s View Job
option.
Following this, the Job View screen is displayed.

Viewed Job Indication
When a job is being viewed, the background of the job is coloured yellow
on the Management screen or Done and Archive screen.
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Viewing Formats
In order for Windows to display a job correctly and enable you to view the
data as you would expect to see it, the ASCII character set is used. Jobs
that are tagged as being in ASCII are left unchanged, while jobs tagged as
EBCDIC are visually translated to ASCII.
NOTE:

It is not the EBCDIC data within a job that is translated, only the viewable
element of it.
In addition to this standard formatting, the Expose menu provides options
that enable the content of a job to be displayed in the following ways:
Shortened Page
Full Page
Hexadecimal
System Fields
Job Statistics
Force ASCII
Force EBCDIC

Shortened Page
By default, each page within a job is viewed in the Shortened Page format
(Fig. 41). This allows only data lines that contain data or line movement
commands to be viewed - allowing a job to be viewed in a more
condensed format.
Fig. 41
Shortened Page format

Select the Expose menu followed by the Job - Shortened Page option to
enable the Shortened Page format.

Full Page
Each page within a job can be viewed in the Full Page format (Fig. 42). This
allows all data lines on a page to be viewed up to the form length value or
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until an FF is encountered within the data. In essence, this allows the job to
be viewed as it would be output.
Fig. 42
Full Page format

Select the Expose menu followed by the Job - Full Page option to enable
the Full Page format.

Hexadecimal
The hexadecimal values of the data within a job can be viewed (Fig. 43) by
selecting the Expose menu followed by the Job - Hexadecimal option.
Fig. 43
Hexadecimal data

NOTE:
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Each data line within the Job View screen displays a record. For this reason
an extra line number that contains a FF may be present at the bottom of
each page.
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When data is displayed in hexadecimal, each page is displayed in the same
manner as the Shortened Page format.

System Fields
All System Fields that are used by a job can be viewed (Fig. 44).
Fig. 44
System Fields

Select the Expose menu followed by the System Fields option to display all
the System Fields used by the job being viewed.
MORE:

For further details about System Fields, refer to the Technical Reference
Manual.

Job Statistics
Certain job statistics can be viewed (Fig. 45).
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Fig. 45
Job Statistics

The final statistic (Job to be Deleted by SpoolQ) indicates how a job is
deleted. The options available include:
Job to be Deleted by SpoolQ.
Job to be Deleted at end of printing.
Job to be Deleted during printing.
In addition to the statistics displayed in the screen-shot above (Fig. 45) the
following may also appear:
Spool being held.
Banner Processing initialises the System Fields.
Don’t end job when job is output.
Archive Directory (followed by the full path in which the Archive Job
is held in).
Select the Expose menu followed by the Job Statistics option to display all
the statistics for the job being viewed.

Force ASCII
On occasion an ASCII based job maybe incorrectly tagged by SpoolQ as
having an EBCDIC character set (i.e. if it is Channel data that contains
EBCDIC DJDEs and ASCII data). If this occurs, Job Viewing automatically
performs an EBCDIC to ASCII translation on the data.
Any ASCII characters in the data are incorrectly interpreted as EBCDIC, the
result of which causes them to be translated and viewed as equivalent
ASCII characters.
To override the EBCDIC to ASCII translation (i.e. no translation is
performed) and allow you to view the ASCII characters as true ASCII, select
the Force ASCII option on the Expose menu.
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Force EBCDIC
On occasion an EBCDIC based job maybe incorrectly tagged by SpoolQ as
having an ASCII character set (i.e. if it is Channel data that contains ASCII
DJDEs and EBCDIC data). If this occurs, Job Viewing does not perform an
EBCDIC to ASCII translation on the data, resulting in the EBCDIC characters
being displayed incorrectly.
To ensure that an EBCDIC to ASCII translation is performed and allow you
to view the EBCDIC characters in their correct ASCII equivalent, select the
Force EBCDIC option on the Expose menu.
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Moving About a Job
By using a combination of methods to move about a job, it is possible to
view all data within the Job View screen. In essence this provides complete
flexibility in the same manner as a word processor provides for viewing a
letter or a browser provides for viewing a web page.

Using the Keyboard
The table below provides details about the keys that can be used to move
about a job.
KEY
Up Arrow
Down Arrow
Left Arrow
Right Arrow
Page Up
Page Down
CTRL Left Arrow
CTRL Right Arrow
Home
End

MOVEMENT
Up one pixel.
Down one pixel.
Left one pixel.
Right one pixel.
Up one page.
Down one page.
Left one viewable screen.
Right one viewable screen.
Moves to the start of the job.
Moves to the end of the job.

Using Scroll Bars
Scroll bars on the Job View screen enable you to move up, down, left and
right within a job. The scroll bars to the left and right of the Job View
screen provide vertical movement, while the one located at the bottom
provides horizontal movement.

Using Menu Options
The table below provides details about the options that are available on
the Position menu and the pop-up menu.
MENU OPTION
Next Page
Previous Page
Go to Start
Go to End

MOVEMENT
Down one page.
Up one page.
Moves to the start of the job.
Moves to the end of the job.

The pop-up menu is displayed by performing a right-click on any data lines
that have not been selected.

Reposition Page
Specific pages can be moved to or a specific number of pages moved
forward and backward within the Job View screen in one of two ways:
1. Select the Position menu followed by the Reposition Page.
2. Right-click any data line that is not selected and select the Reposition
Page option from the pop-up menu.
Following this, a Reposition Page dialog appears (Fig. 46).
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Fig. 46
Reposition Page dialog

NOTE:

The Reposition Page dialog is visible (and will stay on top) until it is closed,
another page becomes active (i.e. is moved to), a right-click is performed
on the data, or a main menu is selected. Despite the dialog being
displayed, movement is still permitted about a job in the normal manner.

NOTE:

The Reposition Page option is unavailable when viewing the System Fields
or job statistics.
Entering Page Numbers
Use the edit box within the Reposition Page dialog (Fig. 46) to enter the
page number to move to, or the number of pages by which to move
forward or back by within the Job View screen. Use the plus (+) and minus
(-) buttons to increase or decrease the page number value in the edit box
by one.

NOTE:

The Clear button is used to reset the value to 0.
Moving to a Page
The facility to move to a specific page within a job is the default option
when the Reposition Page dialog (Fig. 46) is opened. When it is enabled,
"To Page" is displayed to the left of the edit box. If another function is
enabled (determined by the "Back" or "Forward" labels to the left of the edit
box), left-click the To button.
Enter the page number to move to and left-click the OK button.
Moving Back
To move back within a job by a specific number of pages, left-click the
Back button on the Reposition Page dialog (Fig. 46). When enabled, "Back"
is displayed to the left of the edit box and "Pages" to the right.
Enter the number of pages required to move back by from the page
currently displayed and left-click the OK button.
Moving Forward
To move forward within a job by a specific number of pages, left-click the
Forward button on the Reposition Page dialog (Fig. 46). When enabled,
"Forward" is displayed to the left of the edit box and "Pages" to the right.
Enter the number of pages required to move forward by from the page
currently displayed and left-click the OK button.
Display of the Required Page
Following a To Page, Back or Forward action, the Position Page dialog (Fig.
46) is closed and the required page is displayed within the Job View screen.
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The Page Start line for the page that is displayed appears at the top of the
Job View screen.
NOTE:
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Any move that exceeds the last page of the job will result in the last page
being displayed.
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Magnifying Data
In order to increase the clarity of data or display more pages within the Job
View screen, the magnification can be increased or decreased.

Increasing Magnification
To increase the magnification (i.e. zoom in on the data), left-click the plus
(+) Zoom button. Each left-click increases the magnification level by 10%.

Decreasing Magnification
To decrease the magnification (i.e. zoom out from the data), left-click the
minus (-) Zoom button. Each left-click decreases the magnification level by
10%.
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Finding Data
Specific data can be searched for within the job being viewed in one of
two ways:
1. Select the Position menu followed by the Find option.
2. Right-click any data line that is not selected and select the Find
option from the pop-up menu.
Following this, a Find dialog (Fig. 47) is displayed.
Fig. 47
Find dialog

The active page number and the line number that is shown at the top of
the Job View screen are displayed within the Find dialog. These values
change as the active page and line number at the top of the Job View
screen change.
NOTE:

For ease of use, the Find dialog is visible (and will stay on top) until the
operator closes it. Despite the dialog being displayed, movement is still
permitted about a job in the normal manner.

Entering Search Data
The edit box within the Find dialog (Fig. 47) provides a means of entering a
string of data to search for.
When the Find dialog is opened for the first time for the job being viewed,
the edit box is blank. If a string has been searched for previously for the
same job then this is displayed.
NOTE:

The Clear button is used to delete all the characters in the edit box.

NOTE:

Data entered is case sensitive.

Find From
To start searching for the string of data defined within the Find dialog’s
(Fig. 47) edit box, left-click the Find From button. This instructs Job
Viewing to search for the string starting from the page and line number
displayed within the Find dialog (i.e. the active page and the line).
If the string is found, the data line it appears on is displayed in the Job
View screen and the background of the string is coloured yellow (Fig. 48).
Furthermore, the page, line and column number of where the string is
located are displayed within the Find dialog in the following format:
Found @ Page:n Line:n Col:n
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Fig. 48
Located string

While a string is highlighted it can be copied to the Clipboard or a Selective
Print Clone job created.
If the string is not found within the job, "Not Found" is displayed within the
Find dialog.
When a Find From is performed, the string being searched for is
"remembered". This results in the string being displayed in the edit box
when a Find dialog is opened again for the same job. Furthermore, when a
Find Next is performed, this is the string that is searched for even if the
Find dialog is closed.

Find Next
When a string is found, further identical strings can be searched for in one
of two ways:
1. Left-click the Next button within the Find dialog (Fig. 47).
2. Left-click the Position menu and select the Find Next option.
3. Press the F3 button on the keyboard.
A Find Next has the affect of "jumping" from string to string within the
data until the end of the job is reached. If this occurs, "Not Found" is
displayed within the Find dialog. A further Find Next will locate the string
that was found when the Find From was first performed.
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Copying Data to the Clipboard
Selected data lines and System Fields or job statistics that are being viewed
can be copied to the Windows clipboard in their entirety. This enables the
information that has been copied to be pasted into any application that
supports such a function.
Data lines, System Fiels and job statistics can be copied to the clipboard in
one of three ways:
1. Select the Data menu and select the Copy to Clipboard option. This
is the way in which the complete list of System Fields or job statistics
is copied.
2. Right-click on any selected data line and select the Copy to Clipboard
option from the pop-up menu (data lines only).
3. Press CTRL C on the keyboard.
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Troubleshooting

Despite SpoolQ’s resilience and ease of use, there are a number of issues
and limitations that maybe encountered during its operation.
In this section, the following information will shortly be included:
Jobs Repeatedly Being Received
Error (Err) Files
Launching Problems
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